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1. INTRODUCTION
Although enormous sums of money are spent on marine terminal infrastructure around the world, the
ever-increasing pressures to reduce costs and compete against cheaper alternatives, has led to a
worrying trend of low-quality elastomeric (rubber) fenders being supplied across the industry.
Fenders are almost unique in that, along with mooring equipment, they are the only items of quay
furniture that provide a direct load transfer between ships and marine structures. With the huge tonnage
of modern vessels and the resulting large berthing energies to be absorbed, fenders have become
safety critical pieces of equipment. “When fenders fail or don’t work properly due to low quality or
incorrect designs, then there is a cost to the port in terms of repair, downtime or even accidents” (Georg,
cited in World Port Developments, October 2019, p. 39). Furthermore, Nassar (2016) states that when
the ship’s kinetic energy cannot be absorbed “it generally goes into damaging either the wharf, the
vessel, or both or endangering lives and property”.
Three example real-life projects are summarised below which provide a snapshot of the current level
of quality control within some fender manufacturing facilities. The three example projects cover both
cone and cell type fenders within the range of 1,000 to 2,000 mm in height, are from three different
fender manufacturers and are from port facilities in Europe and the Americas. Within these projects, a
high-level of fender testing was specified. Had only the typical level of performance verification been
undertaken, these substandard fenders might not have been identified and might instead be in normal
operation, risking the potential issues described above.

1.1

Project A:

4 fenders were required and all four were performance tested. 3 of the original four (75 %) failed to
meet the specified performance requirements (energy and reaction) and so were rejected. 3
replacement fenders were manufactured. Hence, in order to provide four acceptable fenders to Project
A, a total of 7 fenders were manufactured.

1.2

Project B:

55 fenders were required. 15 of the original 55 (27 %) failed to meet the specified performance
requirements and were rejected. 15 replacement fenders were manufactured. Hence, to provide 55
acceptable fenders to Project B, a total of 70 fenders were manufactured. [It is worth noting that the 15
rejected fenders were all from the early fender batches (i.e. the rejected fenders were not spread
throughout the full production run) and hence that fender manufacturer was able to manufacture fenders
of acceptable and repeatable performance when pressed].

1.3

Project C:

55 fenders were required, and all were installed. After concerns were raised by the port operator, 3
fenders were removed from the quay and performance tested in an independent laboratory. The results
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of that independent testing are presented in Figure 1Figure. It is worth noting that the independent
laboratory was familiar with fender testing and was able to comply with the required test procedures
described in the relevant industry guidance (PIANC (2002), as described in Section 3 of this paper).

Figure 1: Recorded Performance of Tested Fenders Compared to Brochure Quoted Performance. (Note:
Recorded reaction results have been factored to account for the compression velocity of the test compared to the
compression velocity used in the brochure quoted values).

Consequent to the test results presented in Figure 1, all 55 original fenders (100 %) were identified as
defective. 11 replacement fenders were manufactured in the first replacement batch. All 11 replacement
fenders failed to meet the specified performance requirements and were rejected. This project is ongoing, but so far, a total of 66 fenders have been manufactured. Assuming all subsequent fenders meet
the specified performance requirements, a minimum of 121 fenders will have been manufactured to
provide 55 acceptable fenders.
Project C is a prime example of where a port operator has been provided with defective fenders which
are costing him/ her and the Contractor, who ordered the fenders, a very considerable sum of money
to put right. As the defective fenders on this project were installed before they were identified as
defective, it is now proving very difficult to replace those fenders without impacting on the port’s busy
daily operations.
The above selected project examples demonstrate a clear requirement for an accurate and reliable
means of verifying the performance of fenders, before they are delivered to projects. This verification
would safeguard port operators, contractors and other stakeholders against the potential damage, costs
and risks described above.

2. WHAT IS PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION TESTING?
Performance verification testing of elastomeric fenders is the testing of full-size, production-run fenders
to verify that the as-manufactured fenders have the correct performance characteristics, (minimum
energy absorption and maximum reaction). Typically, a sample of 10 % of the fenders manufactured
for a project are randomly selected for performance testing.
The test is undertaken by compressing the fenders in a large press and recording the deflection and
reaction results, see Figure 2. Once a curve of deflection versus reaction is plotted, the energy capacity
can be determined by calculating the area beneath that curve, refer to Figure 3.
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Figure 2: Cone Fender Undergoing Performance Verification Testing

Figure 3: Brochure Quoted Fender Performance Plotted Against Recorded Results. (Note this particular fender
was too soft and did not meet the minimum energy requirement; brochure value -10 % tolerance)

Due to the huge size of modern vessels and their resulting berthing energies, modern fenders are
almost unique in terms of their size and energy capacity compared to any other manufactured rubber
product in any other industry. For this reason, there are very few independent test rigs available worldwide which are capable of performance testing modern fender units. Therefore, due to a lack of
alternatives, the current accepted practise is to make use of the manufacturer’s own in-house test
equipment to undertake performance verification testing.
This practise creates an obvious conflict of interest whereby the party manufacturing the product is also
responsible for verifying it is fit for purpose. This practise breaks with industry norms, in that, there are
very few examples within the construction industry where products do not require certification/
accreditation by an independent agency. There are even fewer examples for equipment deemed safety
critical. As Richard Hepworth (Business Unit President, Trelleborg Marine Systems) notes ‘long overdue
is the appropriate application of rubber technology principles and standards in fender systems, using
the same intensity as those applied in steel fabrication’ (Hepworth, cited in World Port Developments,
October 2019, p. 39).
5

3. CURRENT INDUSTRY GUIDANCE
Fender testing is currently undertaken in accordance with the guidelines set out by the World
Association for Waterborne Transport Infrastructure, known as PIANC. Appendix A of PIANC’s WGreport 33 (2002) – ‘Guidelines for the Design of Fender Systems’, sets out the test procedures to
determine and report the performance of marine elastomeric fenders. These procedures describe how
the Rated Performance Data (RPD) of a fender should be determined by manufacturers, which is then
published in their technical sales literature (product brochures). PIANC WG 33 (2002) states that all
equipment used to test fenders should be calibrated at least annually by a qualified third-party
organisation certified to a national standard.
Design engineers rely on, and make use of, this published RPD in the design of marine structures. The
fender selection is based on the capacity of a fender to absorb the design berthing energy. The reaction
resulting from the selected fender is very often the dominant load used in the structural design of the
marine structure.
Once the design is complete and the construction and fender procurement phase of a project are
underway, the design engineer usually requires the performance characteristics of the fender units
manufactured for that project to be checked. The purpose of this check is to verify that the productionrun fenders have at least the energy capacity used in the design and will output no more than the
reaction force used in the design.
Once a fender is compressed to its rated deflection, further energy absorption results in an exponential
increase in the output reaction which could far exceed any factors of safety used in the design of the
fender system and/or the marine structure. Hence it is of critical importance to verify that the actual
fenders installed on a structure have adequate energy capacity and the correct load-deflection
behaviour. (Although Figures 1 & 3 show test results of fenders which were too soft and thus had
insufficient energy capacity, the author has equally tested fenders which were found to be too hard and
had excessive peak reaction forces).
The verification of fender performance is invariably undertaken using the same test procedures used in
determining the RPD, as described in Appendix A of PIANC WG 33 (2002).
Although great strides were made with the publishing of PIANC WG 33 (2002), “the testing requirements
in PIANC 2002 are full of inconsistencies, errors and unclear procedures which make it unclear to follow”
(Gabbitas, cited in World Port Developments, October 2019, p 39). These inconsistencies and errors
have allowed some fender manufacturers to exploit gaps in that guidance and/or find ways of
manipulating the test procedure and apparatus which could be used to demonstrate a substandard
fender meets the published RPD.
The incentive for fender manufacturers is that fenders are very expensive commodities (large units can
be as much as tens of thousands of dollars per unit) and a substandard fender is significantly cheaper
to manufacture than a fender of acceptable performance.
One leading fender manufacture who is trying to improve industry wide standards has stated in print: “It is
much cheaper to build low quality fenders that do not meet the performance requirements and manipulate
the test results instead of building every single fender to meet the requirements” [Trelleborg, 2018].
Furthermore, Nassar (2016) notes “There are several serious concerns with the way that fender
performance verification testing is currently performed. Some of these concerns mainly involve the
authenticity of the reported performance”.
In acknowledgement of this, amongst other necessary updates, PIANC has established a new Working
Group (WG 211) charged with reviewing and updating the guidance provided in PIANC WG 33 (2002).
One of the objectives of WG 211 as stated in its Terms of Reference [PIANC, 2018] is to:
“Review the WG 33 guidance in relation to testing procedures for fender materials and fender
performance with specific reference to:
•

representative scope of testing
6

•
•
•

consistency of test procedures and compliance in testing facilities
representative quality and quantity of samples to be tested
independence of testing and verification of fender materials and performance”

4. RECENT EXPERIENCE OF DIFFERENT PERFORMANCE VERIFICATION
METHODS
With the aim of protecting clients against the problems described above, several different fender
performance verification methods have been explored. The following section summarises recent
experience of trialling these different methods to develop and enhance the level of verification available
to clients when procuring fenders.

1.4

Type Approval Certification

Type Approval Certification requires the use of an independent testing house to independently check
the manufacturer’s initial testing, used to determine the RPD. This typically results in the independent
test house certifying that the manufacturers procedures and methods are in accordance with the
requirements of PIANC WG 33 (2002), see example certification in Figure 4.
The drawbacks of this method are:
•

•

•
•
•

Figure 4: Example Type Approval Certification

•

Typically, Type Approval Certifications are valid
for five years with only one or two repeat
inspections during that five-year period.
Therefore, there is no guarantee that the fender
manufacturer has not changed its rubber
compounds,
fender
geometry
and/or
manufacturing process since certification.
It is not always the case that the third-party
inspector has adequate experience of fender
testing or adequate understanding of fender
behaviour and performance.
There is no independent verification of quality
control during the manufacturing process of the
fenders being manufactured for a specific project.
There is no independent checking/ inspecting of
the actual fender units manufactured for a project
prior to their delivery to site.
There is no safeguarding against any of the things
that can go wrong during the performance testing,
as described in the following sections of this
paper.
The authenticity of some certificates can be
questionable.

For these reasons, it is the author’s opinion that this type of verification is providing clients with a false
security and cannot be relied upon to guarantee high-quality fenders are delivered to a particular
project.

1.5

Witnessing the Manufacturer’s Testing

To enhance the level of verification achieved, consultants have, in recent years, sent their engineers
to the manufacturers’ facilities to witness and oversee the performance verification testing conducted
by the manufacturer.
This has proved invaluable in firstly ensuring the performance verification tests are undertaken and
secondly in ensuring the tests are conducted strictly in accordance with the procedures set out in PIANC
WG 33 (2002). A non-exhaustive list of issues that the author has experienced in the testing of fenders
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is provided in Table 1. Without being present to witness the performance testing, any of the following
issues could occur resulting in the previously described consequences.
Test Element

Issues Encountered

Fender Unit

• Fenders selected for testing were not randomly selected.
• Confusion over which fenders were selected for testing due to painting over or
removal of the fender unique reference numbers.
• Use of an enlarged inner mould to produce a fender of the correct overall size but with
thinner wall sections.
• Cone fenders tested without a spool piece.

Temperature
Stabilisation

•
•
•
•
•
•

Initial
Compression
Cycles

• Initial break-in compression cycles completed prior to the witness’ arrival, hence the
witness was unable to verify the recovery time.
• Additional initial cycling [i.e. more than three as specified by PIANC WG 33 (2002)].
• Varying recovery time between 3rd & 4th compression cycles for different fender units.

Test Equipment

• Stalling of the test equipment part way through compressions in order to achieve
additional initial cycling.
• Stopping the test at the maximum specified reaction +10 % (allowable tolerance),
rather than at the rated deflection.
• Load and deflection gauges not reset to zero prior to each test.
• Test rigs calibrated at speeds much faster than the test speed specified in PIANC WG
33 (2002).
• Fenders compressed at speeds outside the range stated in PIANC WG 33 (2002).
• Fenders compressed at a non-constant velocity, see Figure 5.

Manufacturer failed to complete the temperature stabilisation.
Manufacturer does not have the capability to temperature stabilise the fenders.
Stabilisation room was too small to hold all the fenders to be tested.
Fenders stored in direct sun-light/ solar gain.
Discontinuity in temperature stabilisation due to facility shutdown over the weekend.
Fenders tested outside the acceptable temperature range stated in PIANC WG 33
(2002).

Figure 5: Example Test Speed Recording Taken During a Supposedly Constant Velocity
Compression Test. (Note PIANC WG 33 (2002) recommends a test speed between 2 and 8
cm/minute, but most importantly that the test speed is constant to maintain a constant strain rate).

• Inadequately designed bearing plates resulting in bearing plate deflection during the
performance tests.
• Live feed read-out disagreeing with the manufacturer’s reported test results.
Adjustment
Factors

• Manufacturers unable or unwilling to provide justification for velocity conversion
factors (used to convert results from constant velocity tests to RPD).
• Other modification factors applied to the test results.

Table 1: Example Issues Encountered During Witnessing of Fender Testing
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Although witnessing the manufacturer’s performance tests has proved invaluable to check the tests are
undertaken in accordance with the requirements of PIANC WG 33 (2002), witnessing the tests does
not enable the results of the test to be verified.
As described by Trelleborg (2018):
“Primarily, there is no easy way for a witness to verify the results independently of what the manufacturer
is reporting. Modern data acquisition methods rely on computers to interpret the data and produce a
report. The witness rarely has any understanding of how the data acquisition system functions. It is
extremely easy for the manufacturer to manipulate the recorded data in the computer without the
witness’ knowledge.”
There is no easy way that the witness can confirm that the test just witnessed, in any way, relates to
the test results presented by the fender manufacturer once the test has completed. There is also no
way of the witness verifying that:
• The manufacturer’s test equipment is calibrated correctly.
• That the gauge factors used by the manufacturer (which convert the load cell and displacement
transducer electrical outputs in to force and distance results) are correct, see Figure 6.
• Or that the test just witnessed is even connected to the output screen/ computer.

Figure 6: Comparison of Independent Recordings Compared to Manufacturer’s Recordings, highlighting how
easy it is to modify the recording equipment’s gauge factors and/or modify the results in the computer before the
output results are presented.

1.6

Independent Laboratory Testing

Therefore, to enhance the level of verification further still, the obvious next step was to undertake repeat
tests in an independent laboratory (using the exact same fenders) to see if the manufacturer’s test
results could be independently replicated, and therefore verified.
This method has proven successful for a number of projects in delivering the desired level of
independent verification of the manufacturers’ test results. However, this method does suffer from the
following drawbacks:
•

Sourcing such independent laboratories that are commercially available for regular fender testing
has proved difficult. There are very few facilities world-wide which have the necessary test
equipment, accreditations and lifting equipment (due to the significant weight of large fender units).
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•

Shipping the fenders from the manufacturing facility to the independent laboratory and then to the
project location, entails significant cost and programme disruption to the construction project
compared to shipping directly from the manufacturer to the project location.
Typically, the independent laboratories do not have test equipment specifically designed or set-up
for fender testing and their equipment must be modified to suit the required tests.
The laboratory technicians are unlikely to be familiar with fender design, fender behaviour and/or
fender testing procedures and are therefore less able to identify any issues or understand the
relevance of unusual results arising during the testing.
The independent laboratory is unlikely to have the full suite of rubber material testing capabilities in
addition to a compression rig.
The independent laboratory is unlikely to have temperature stabilisation capability, which is a key
requirement of the fender performance testing.
The suitable independent laboratories known to the author at the time of publishing this paper are
unable to accommodate the full range of fender sizes currently available on the market.

•
•
•
•
•

Therefore, while this method of independent verification has proven successful for some projects,
clearly it is not a panacea for all projects and a standard solution is required which can be adopted and
recommend by the new PIANC guidance.

1.7

Use of Independent Equipment Connected in Series with the
Manufacturer’s Equipment

It is inefficient to use remote independent laboratories when purpose-built test facilities are generally
available at the manufacturers’ premises. Therefore, a method of independent verification has been
developed whereby the manufacturer’s compression rig is used to perform the verification testing, but
the consultant attends the test with his own load and displacement recording equipment. The consultant
installs this independent equipment in-series with the manufacturer’s equipment and the test is
performed using a single compression rig, see Figure 7.

Figure 7: Independent load and displacement recording equipment set-up in-series with the manufacturer’s
equipment. Independent recording equipment is housed within and above the lower bearing plate, the
manufacturer’s recording equipment is hidden from view below the lower bearing plate.
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This method enables two sets of test results to be recorded from each compression cycle. The
independent test results can then be used to verify the manufacturer’s results and the consultant can
also perform the witness’ duties of ensuring the test procedure is completed in accordance with PIANC
guidance at the same time.
This method has proved very successful in providing the required level of performance verification. It
also has the following benefits:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Provides a fully independent verification of the fender performance.
Makes use of the manufacturer’s purpose-built test rig, suitable for all fender sizes that the
manufacturer can build.
Makes use of the manufacturer’s skilled staff who have a high level of understanding of fender
behaviour, fender design and fender test procedures.
Removes the cost and programme disruption of shipping fenders to an independent laboratory.
Allows the consultant to verify the speed and calibration of the manufacturer’s test equipment.
Allows the consultant to witness and oversee the manufacturer’s performance verification tests.

Therefore, the author believes that this is the most economical, efficient and practical method of
achieving the required level of performance verification.
The drawbacks of this method are:
•

•
•
•

The additional cost of sending the consultant and independent test equipment to the manufacturer’s
facility, (although the author would argue that this added cost is typically a small percentage of the
overall fender procurement cost and is certainly much cheaper than replacing defective fender units
once installed).
The current limited availability of this method. At the time of publishing, the author was aware of
only two organisations who were able to offer a transportable independent fender testing service.
The current reluctance of some fender manufacturers to permit the installation of independent
equipment in-series with their test equipment.
The level of awareness within the industry related to the issue of low-quality fenders and the
consequences of such.

It is important to note that the point of the independent testing is to verify the manufacturer’s test results,
not to provide an alternative client-controlled set of test results. The nuance of this is that only the
manufacturer can provide the necessary warranties for his product. Hence, the pass or fail of the
performance test should always be based on the manufacturer’s test results and the independent test
results merely confirm that the manufacturer has reported the results accurately.
Consider for example, as has been found in previous projects, that the manufacturer’s results found
that a tested fender did not meet the required performance but the independent test results found that
it did. The client cannot accept the fender based on the independent results, as the consultant cannot
warrant the manufacturer’s product, especially so after the manufacturer has determined it is
substandard. In instances where the manufacturer’s test results do not match independent test results,
the cause of the discrepancy should be investigated.

5. RECOMMENDATIONS
This paper concludes by making the following recommendations for the consideration of PIANC
Working Group 211.
Recommendations:
1) Standardise the requirement for independent verification of fender performance. This
recommendation would bring the procurement of fender products in-line with most other safety
critical products procured within the construction industry.
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2) Dispense with the ‘Type Approval’ system for performance verification. This verification system is
not working as intended and is providing port operators with a false security in the products they
are procuring.
3) Standardise the requirement for a representative from the client’s team (e.g. the consultant) to
witness the testing. This has proved invaluable to ensure the performance verification tests are
conducted correctly and in accordance with PIANC guidance.
4) Undertake an overhaul of Appendix A of PIANC WG 33 (2002) to review and tighten the testing
specification and to close the gaps and loop holes identified since its publication.
5) Not to recommend the use of independent laboratory testing as the standard approach. This type
of performance verification is not the most efficient method and does not cater for the full range of
fender products currently available on the market. This method of performance verification is most
appropriate as a permitted alternative, when found to be suitable. For example, it could be employed
when testing fenders already in use, i.e. not as part of the manufacturing quality assurance process.
6) Within the new PIANC WG 211 guidance, standardise the method of using independent test
equipment connected in-series with the manufacturer’s equipment. This independent data should
then be used to verify the manufacturer’s test results. It has been found that this is the most
practical, efficient and economical method of achieving the required level of verification.
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SUMMARY
Although enormous sums of money are spent on marine terminal infrastructure around the world, the
ever-increasing pressures to reduce costs and compete against cheaper alternatives, has led to a
worrying trend of low-quality elastomeric fenders being supplied across the industry.
As noted by Anna-Lena Georg (Head of Marketing, Shibata FenderTeam), “When fenders fail or don’t
work properly due to low quality or incorrect designs, then there is a cost to the port in terms of repair,
downtime or even accidents” (Georg, cited in World Port Developments, October 2019, p. 39).
Furthermore, Nassar (2016) states that when the ship’s kinetic energy cannot be absorbed ‘it generally
goes into damaging either the wharf, the vessel, or both or endangering lives and property’. Therefore,
there is a clear requirement for an accurate and reliable means of verifying the performance of fenders
to safeguard against the above described issues.
It is a sad indictment of the fender industry that some fender manufacturers have exploited gaps in the
current industry guidance. They have found ways of manipulating the test procedures and apparatus
which could be used to demonstrate a substandard fender meets the required performance criteria. In
acknowledgement of this, amongst other necessary updates, PIANC have established a new Working
Group (WG 211) charged with reviewing and updating the guidance provided to industry.
To protect clients against the problems described above, several different performance verification
methods have been explored. This paper describes these different methods and makes recommendations
for consideration in determining how the performance testing of fenders could be better standardised to
improve the quality of fenders across the industry.
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RESUME
Bien que d'énormes sommes d'argent soient dépensées pour l'infrastructure des terminaux maritimes
dans le monde entier, les pressions toujours plus fortes pour réduire les coûts et faire face à la
concurrence d'autres solutions moins chères, ont conduit à une tendance inquiétante à la fourniture de
défenses en élastomère de mauvaise qualité dans l'industrie.
Comme le note Anna-Lena Georg (responsable du marketing, Shibata FenderTeam), "Lorsque les
défenses tombent en panne ou ne fonctionnent pas correctement en raison d'une mauvaise qualité ou
de conceptions incorrectes, alors il y a un coût pour le port en termes de réparation, de temps d'arrêt
ou même d'accidents" (Georg, cité dans World Port Developments, octobre 2019, p. 39). En outre,
Nassar (2016) indique que lorsque l'énergie cinétique du navire ne peut pas être absorbée "elle va
généralement dans l'endommagement soit du quai, soit du navire, soit des deux, ou dans la mise en
danger des vies et des biens". Par conséquent, il est clairement nécessaire de disposer d'un moyen
précis et fiable de vérifier la performance des défenses pour se prémunir contre les problèmes décrits
ci-dessus.
Le fait que certains fabricants de pare-battages aient exploité les lacunes des directives industrielles
actuelles est une triste condamnation de l'industrie des pare-battages. Ils ont trouvé des moyens de
manipuler les procédures et les appareils d'essai qui pourraient être utilisés pour démontrer qu'un parebrise de qualité inférieure répond aux critères de performance requis. En reconnaissance de cela, parmi
d'autres mises à jour nécessaires, PIANC a établi un nouveau groupe de travail (GT 211) chargé de
revoir et de mettre à jour les directives fournies à l'industrie.
Pour protéger les clients contre les problèmes décrits ci-dessus, plusieurs méthodes différentes de
vérification des performances ont été explorées. Le présent document décrit ces différentes méthodes
et formule des recommandations à prendre en considération pour déterminer comment mieux
standardiser les essais de performance des défenses afin d'améliorer la qualité des défenses dans
toute l'industrie.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Obgleich auf der ganzen Welt sehr hohe Summen für die Infrastruktur von Seehafenterminals
ausgegeben werden, hat der stetig zunehmende Druck zur Verringerung von Kosten und zum Bestehen
gegen günstigere Alternativen zu der besorgniserregenden Entwicklung geführt, dass elastomerische
Fender in der ganzen Branche angeboten werden.
Siehe Zitat von Anna-Lena Pahl (Marketingleiterin, ShibataFenderTeam): „Wenn Fender aufgrund von
niedriger Qualität oder falschem Design kaputtgehen oder nicht korrekt funktionieren, entstehen dem
Hafen Kosten für Reparaturen, Ausfallzeiten oder sogar Unfälle“ (Pahl, zitiert in World Port
Developments, Oktober 2019, S. 39). Zudem führte Nassar (2016) aus, dass entweder die
Landungsbrücke, das Schiff oder beides beschädigt oder Leben und Besitz gefährdet werden, wenn
die kinetische Energie des Schiffes nicht aufgenommen werden kann. Daher sind genaue und
zuverlässige Mittel zur Prüfung der Leistung von Fendern unabdingbar, um die oben beschriebenen
Probleme zu verhindern.
Es ist ein trauriger Vorwurf gegenüber der Fenderindustrie, dass einige Fenderhersteller offenbar
Lücken in den aktuellen Industrievorgaben entdeckt haben. Sie haben Wege gefunden, die
Testverfahren und -geräte zu manipulieren, welche genutzt werden konnten, um nachzuweisen, dass
ein minderwertiger Fender die erforderlichen Leistungskriterien erfüllt. Unter Berücksichtigung dessen
und aufgrund weiterer notwendiger Anpassungen hat PIANC eine neue Arbeitsgruppe (WG 211)
eingerichtet, die mit der Überprüfung und Aktualisierung der Vorgaben für die Industrie beauftragt
wurde.
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Um Kunden vor den oben beschriebenen Problemen zu schützen, wurden verschiedene Methoden zur
Leistungsverifizierung untersucht. Das Papier beschreibt diese verschiedenen Methoden und gibt
Empfehlungen, wie die Leistungsprüfung von Fendern besser standardisiert werden könnte, um die
Qualität der Fender in der gesamten Branche zu verbessern.

RESUMEN
Aunque se gastan enormes sumas de dinero en la infraestructura de las terminales marítimas de todo
el mundo, las presiones cada vez mayores para reducir los costes y competir con alternativas más
baratas han dado lugar a una preocupante tendencia de suministro de defensas elastoméricas de
baja calidad en todo el sector.
Como señala Anna-Lena Georg (responsable de marketing de Shibata FenderTeam), "Cuando las
defensas fallan o no funcionan correctamente debido a la baja calidad o a diseños incorrectos,
entonces hay un coste para el puerto en términos de reparación, tiempo de inactividad o incluso
accidentes" (Georg, citado en World Port Developments, octubre de 2019, p. 39). Además, Nassar
(2016) afirma que cuando la energía cinética del buque no puede ser absorbida "generalmente se
destina a dañar el muelle, el buque, o ambos, o a poner en peligro vidas y bienes". Por lo tanto, existe
una clara necesidad de contar con un medio preciso y fiable de verificar el rendimiento de las defensas
para protegerse de los problemas descritos anteriormente.
Es una triste acusación a la industria de las defensas que algunos fabricantes de defensas hayan
explotado las lagunas de las actuales directrices de la industria. Han encontrado formas de manipular
los procedimientos y aparatos de ensayo que podrían utilizarse para demostrar que una defensa de
calidad inferior cumple los criterios de rendimiento requeridos. En reconocimiento de esto, entre otras
actualizaciones necesarias, PIANC ha establecido un nuevo Grupo de Trabajo (WG 211) encargado
de revisar y actualizar las orientaciones proporcionadas a la industria.
Para proteger a los clientes de los problemas descritos anteriormente, se han explorado varios
métodos diferentes de verificación del rendimiento. En este documento se describen estos diferentes
métodos y se hacen recomendaciones para que se tenga en cuenta la forma de normalizar las
pruebas de rendimiento de las defensas con el fin de mejorar la calidad de las mismas en todo el
sector.
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ASSESSMENT OF EXISTING CONTAINER TERMINAL QUAY WALL FOR
INCREASED GANTRY CRANE LOADS
by
Adrian Douglas MEng, CEng, MICE,
Henry Ward MEng, MICE. Mott MacDonald, Ports

1. CLIENT OBJECTIVES
At an existing container terminal the client’s business case for expanding capacity included the need to
accommodate wider container vessels with increased air draft. To achieve this required use of larger
cranes than existed at the terminal and options considered included provision of new cranes or
modification of existing cranes. In both cases the length of bogeys at each corner were to be retained
as similar to existing.
Modification of existing cranes was found to be preferable and selected as a preferred option subject
to demonstration that the existing quay structure could accommodate the increased crane loads.
Constraints imposed on the crane modification contract by quay capacity limitations needed to be
determined.

2. EXISTING STRUCTURE AND SITE INFORMATION
The existing quay wall consists of a combi-wall comprised of steel tubes driven to the top of the
limestone with bored toe sockets and infill sheet piles and a concrete capping beam. The wall is tied
back to isolated bored concrete anchor piles. The cranes run on seaward rails mounted in the capping
beam and a structurally independent landward crane rail beam. The landward crane beam is ground
bearing along the entire length apart from at tie down points where tension piles are provided.
Ground investigation factual reports and previous interpretive reports were available. This historic
information and more recent geotechnical information near the site (for an extension of the quay) were
used to produce a geotechnical interpretive report for current standards, Eurocode 7 (BSI, 2013), and
the intended analysis methods.
The ground conditions are a weak coralline limestone with a thin overburden layer of granular material
varying in thickness from not present to several metres. The berth was created by dredging the
limestone leaving an uneven steep face just landward of the quay line. The wall was then constructed
and the wedge between the dredged face of the limestone and the wall filled and improved.
The coralline limestone is in thick layers with varying properties but not entirely consistent stratigraphy
along the length of the wall. Some karst features were identified and erosion of the face at the water
line created overhangs before the wall was built.
As built drawings and design calculations were available for the structural elements. A typical cross
section of the quay wall is shown in Figure 1.
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Figure 1: Typical wall cross section

The site is in an area where seismic loading is critical for some of the components of the wall. Site
specific seismic studies were used to determine the various ground accelerations required for the
assessment. Three earthquake intensities were used for the design with different structural
performance levels. These were determined in accordance with PIANC guidance (PIANC, 2001) and
aligned with the recommendations of BS 6349-1-2 (BSI, 2017) and described in terms that were
consistent with structural design to Eurocodes (BSI, 2002). The seismic levels are summarised in Table
1.
Description
Level 1Serviceable

Designation
L1

Level 2 Controlled and
repairable damage

L2 CRD

Level 2 No collapse

L2 NC

Structural category
SLS
ULS capacity, but no
load redistribution and no
yield.
Characteristic load
combination
ULS capacity.
Seismic load
combination

Acceleration at
ground level
0.159 g

0.284 g

0.362 g

Table 1: Seismic categories

These seismic categories are aligned with the limit states used for the structural modelling, section
capacity and factoring of load combinations.

ANALYSIS PHILOSOPHY
Load combinations were developed for:
•
•
•

operation and mooring
stowed and tied down crane for wind
seismic loads for all seismic conditions
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For limit states:
•
•
•
•

serviceability (elastic and crack width limits)
ultimate (collapse after section capacity is reached or redistribution after formation of plastic
hinges if applicable)
seismic (repairable under a Level 2 controlled and repairable event)
seismic (no collapse under a Level 2 no collapse event)

WALL ANALYSIS
A combined soil structure interaction analysis was required for the quay wall due to the narrow wedge
of fill material and the seismic loading. Simple beam and spring models would not be able to represent
the ‘silo’ loads from the fill, would only approximate the seismic actions and poorly represent the pile
socket.
The wall was analysed in the industry standard soil finite element modelling package PLAXIS (Bentley,
2020).
The weak limestone was modelled using the Hoek-Brown model and careful choice of interface
elements to avoid inappropriate tensile stresses. The infill and superficial deposits were granular
materials and modelled as a Mohr-Coulomb material.
A simplified construction sequence was modelled to ensure an appropriate stress distribution was
created before the variable crane loads and seismic accelerations were applied.
A pseudo-static seismic analysis was adopted to limit the amount of data to be processed for load
combinations. A dynamic analysis of the adjacent quay wall extension had been carried out. This was
used for calibration/verification that the pseudo-static method was appropriate.
The geotechnical capacity of the wall was determined by reducing all the strength parameters until the
numerical model did not converge. The deviatoric stress of the model for a seismic ULS analysis is
shown in Figure 2.

Note: Deviatoric Stress plot of analysis, during a Level 2 No Collapse earthquake
Figure 2: PLAXIS model – shear stress
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3. CAPPING AND REAR CRANE BEAM ANALYSIS
The capping beam was modelled as a line beam incorporating hinges for the movement joints. The
beam was supported on linear springs representing the resistance of movement of the ground both
vertically and horizontally. The springs were derived from an incremental load on the PLAXIS model
representing the anticipated range of crane loading.
The rear crane rail beam was also analysed as a beam on linear springs but also incorporated the piles
at the tie down points.
Both the capping beam and the rear crane rail beam were analysed for two adjacent cranes in various
positions relative to the joints and various separations between the cranes. An idealised crane was
analysed with a uniform load under each crane bogey. As the beam models are linear a nominal vertical
and separately nominal horizontal load were applied. These were then factored separately and
combined to represent an applied crane load when determining the capacity of the structural elements.
A typical bending moment for the rear crane beam under vertical crane load is shown in Figure 3 and
the corresponding shear in Figure 4.

Figure 3: Typical bending in line beam model

Figure 4: Typical shear in line beam model

4. STRUCTURAL CAPACITY
The structural capacity was determined in accordance with the applicable Eurocodes 1 (BSI, 2002) as
these are considered to represent current best practice. The ground condition interpretation and the
modelling, representation and loading, described above were compatible with the requirements and
assumptions required by the codes and therefore consistent with the capacities derived. The existing
structure was designed to different codes and American material specifications were used for
construction.

1

All relevant parts of the following Eurocodes were used
BS EN (1990): “Basis of Structural Design” – BS EN (1991): “Actions on Structures” – BS EN (1992): “Design of Concrete
Structures” – BS EN (1993): “Design of Steel Structures” – BS EN (1994): “Design of Composite Steel and Concrete Structures”
– BS EN (1997): “Geotechnical Design” – BS EN (1998): “Design of Structures for Earthquake Resistance”.
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Although the material standards used for the works were not those that comply with the code
assumptions by default, it was possible to determine that the materials were compliant with these
assumptions. There was some ambiguity over the ductility grade of the reinforcement; if the formation
of a full plastic hinge and redistribution of force was required for the limiting capacity it would have been
necessary to extract and test representative samples of the reinforcement.
The concrete strength used was that specified – only marginal additional capacity would be obtained
by processing the cube test results and significant effort would have been required.
The choice of limit state and analysis method associated with each individual element and load
combination needed careful consideration, particularly seismic conditions to assess the level of
damage. A completely rigorous approach would have required many more checks most of which were
not anticipated to be critical.
The seismic conditions of L1 serviceable and L2 controlled and repairable damage, were assessed
against the serviceability limit state and both the L2 conditions, repairable damage and near collapse,
were considered against the ultimate limit state capacity.
The seismic L1 serviceable limit state does have further requirements in terms of deflection limits and
derailing which would have required a dynamic analysis to be undertaken. This was not carried out as
a dynamic analysis had been undertaken on a separate project at the site and was found to be noncritical.
For the concrete sections at serviceability and seismic L2 controlled and repairable damage limit states
the only criteria assessed was yield of the tension reinforcement with an elastic distribution of stresses.
For the ultimate limit state capacity checks, the bending capacity assumed a plastic distribution of
stresses. Shear capacity was, in accordance with the code, only assessed at ultimate limit state.
For the steel structural elements, the tubes of the combi-wall had proportionally thin walls and could not
form a plastic hinge so were limited to first yield at both limit states. The tie rods were in pure tension
so also limited to first yield at both limit states. Consequently, only the ultimate limit state was assessed
as the corresponding factored loads were higher.
The behaviour of the dowels across the expansion joints was difficult to determine precisely. A
compromise was adopted: plastic behaviour of an individual dowel was allowed for both limit states but
for the serviceability limit state an elastic distribution of loads between dowels was used (only the critical
dowel is at capacity) and for the ultimate limit state a plastic distribution of loads was assumed (all of
the dowels at capacity). This resulted in a small movement at the joint at the serviceability capacity, but
it was considered that this would be either manageable or repairable.
Only elastic structural models were used. For the tie rod and tube no plastic hinge could form and the
quay wall became a mechanism if they buckled or yielded. For the capping beam and rear crane rail
beam very little redistribution of load was possible after the formation of a hinge as the load effects
occurred over several movement joints. The ultimate limit state loads on the concrete beams were
therefore slightly conservative. No hinge formation was acceptable for the controlled and repairable
damage seismic condition.

Source: Concrete centre

Figure 5: Truss action idealisation for concrete shear
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For concrete elements there are various interactions and limit states that contribute to the capacity.
Axial compression increases the capacity of the section in both bending and shear but the axial loads
are generally small (except at pile plugs) and this was not significant. The shear capacity, when
controlled by the shear reinforcement, relies on a truss action, illustrated in Figure 5, and depends on,
and affects, the capacity of the longitudinal reinforcement required for bending. Consequently, there is
a step in the bending capacity where the applied shear exceeds the uncracked shear capacity. This
interaction is shown in Figure 6.

Figure 6: Shear bending interaction for reinforced concrete

Typical reinforcement details of the rear crane rail beam are shown in Figure 7
For the steel tubes there is an interaction between the vertical load and the bending as the failure criteria
is the limiting compressive stress for local buckling of the tube. In practice the steel tube stress was not
sensitive to the crane load, being mainly dominated by the retained soil pressure, and was not critical
to determining the capacity for crane loads.

Figure 7: Rear crane rail reinforcement details

5. LOAD COMBINATIONS AND INTERACTIONS
Loading on the quay wall by the STS cranes is dominated by vertical corner loads from the cranes.
Horizontal loads on the quay wall are dominated by soil and seismic loads. Typically, during design of
quay walls, fully analysed crane loads will not be available. A moderately conservative estimate of
maximum vertical and horizontal crane loads is relied upon. Consequently, crane rail beams can often
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be slightly overdesigned when compared with actual crane loads. The initial assessment of the existing
quay took this approach and indicated quite restrictive load capacities. A more rigorous approach in
selecting load combinations using credible coexisting loads was therefore adopted and resulted in
higher load capacities.
Plots of acceptable vertical loads for applied horizontal loads were developed for the applicable load
combinations and limit states. An interaction diagram for a L2 controlled and repairable seismic event for
the rear crane rail beam is shown in Figure 8. The diagram shows the capacity for vertical crane load
changing with increasing horizontal crane load. The serviceability limit state line (L2 CRD SLS) is a smooth
curve with gradually reducing vertical capacity as horizontal load is increased. There is a foundation sliding
capacity (L2 CRD GEO) where the capacity for horizontal loads is controlled by base friction and increases
with the applied vertical load. The ultimate limit state capacity (L2 CRD ULS) initially follows the
serviceability capacity but is truncated when the uncracked shear capacity is reached. A significant feature
determining the acceptable region for vertical and horizontal loads is the steep reduction in vertical load
with increasing horizontal load for the capacity of the doweled joint (L2 CRD EJ).

Figure 8: Overlay of failure mechanisms for single load combination

The envelopes of the acceptable region for each load combination were drawn in a single diagram to
illustrate the combined acceptable region of vertical and horizontal load for the rear crane rail beam.
The resulting diagram is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Interaction diagram for rear crane rail beam
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ALIGNMENT WITH CRANE SPECIFICATION
The client’s crane specification included a set of load cases and matrix of load combinations. These
were appropriate for the design of the crane and only considered the operational and collapse condition
earthquakes and only the maximum wind speed on the stowed crane position.
Recommendations were made to supplement the client’s crane procurement specification to ensure
that the crane supplier had analysed the cranes for load combinations only relevant for the critical
elements of the quay. Some combinations are required for the quay design that are not relevant for the
design of the cranes – particularly horizontal loads for design of the tie rods and the repairable seismic
condition for the concrete elements.
The load combinations are shown in Annex 1. These tables are only valid for the conditions at this site
and would have to be modified for particulars of other sites. Those combinations only relevant for the
quay assessment are highlighted. All of the controlled and repairable damage earthquake combinations
are required and also all those with the limiting wind speed for berthed vessels which is lower than the
extreme wind speed at the port.

CONCLUSION
By careful consideration of coexistent loads on a quay and the effect of load interactions on the capacity
of particularly concrete elements, interaction diagrams for vertical and horizontal crane loads for the
structure were developed.
The structural work enabled additional crane load combinations to be identified ensuring that the
constraints of the crane procurement specification were well aligned with efficient utilisation of the
structural capacity of the existing quay. This enabled the client to progress procurement of crane
modifications in line with the business need to increase handling throughput at the quay.
For future projects it is recommended that the crane and quay are considered as a single system,
particularly for wind and seismic loads. Crane specifications should include combinations that are useful
to optimise the quay design even where these have no effect on the crane design.
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ANNEX 1
Corresponding Load Combination

OPERATING

OVERLOAD

STOWED

SW

WOP1

WOP2

WOL1

WOL2

WOL3

WOL4

WS1

WS2

WS3

WS4

Crane Weight

DL

1.20

1.20

1.20

1.20

1.20

1

1

1.20

1.20

1

1

Trolley Weight

TL

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

1

1

1.35

1.35

1

1

Lift System Weight

LS

1.35

1.35

1.35

1.35

1

1

1.35

1.35

1

1

Lifted Load

LL

1.50

1.05
1.50

1.05
1.5

0.7

1

Impact

IMP

Trolley Lateral

LATT

1.50

LATG

1.50
1.50
0.75

1.05
1.50

Gantry Lateral
Operating Wind (18 m/s)

1

WLO1 (18m/s)

Mooring Wind (31 m/s)2

WLO2 (31m/s)

Stall Torque

STL

Collision

COLL
WLS (63m/s)

3

EQ1 (0.284g)

Earthquake (0.362 g)
Notes
1.
2.
3.

0.5

1
1.5

1.5

Stowed Wind (63 m/s)
Earthquake (0.284 g)

1.5

1.5

EQ2 (0.362g)

1.5
1

1
1

1

Required for quay load combinations but not for crane design
The operating wind speed for crane design, and some quay combinations
Required for controlled and repairable damage to the quay, crane will typically be designed for no collapse, EQ2

Table 2: Required crane load combinations for quay design/assessment optimisation ULS
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Corresponding Load Combination

OPERATING

OVERLOAD

SW

WOP1

WOP2

WOL1

WOL2

WOL3

STOWED
WOL4

WS1

WS2

WS3

Crane Weight

DL

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Trolley Weight

TL

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Lift System Weight

LS

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Lifted Load

LL

1

0.7
1

0.7
1

0.7
1

Impact

IMP

Trolley Lateral

LATT

1

Gantry Lateral

LATG

1

Operating Wind (18 m/s)1

WLO1 (18 m/s)

1
0.5

1
0.5

Mooring Wind (31 m/s)2

WLO2 (31 m/s)

Stall Torque

STL

Collision

COLL

Stowed Wind (63 m/s)

WLS (63 m/s)

3

EQ1 (0.284 g)

Earthquake (0.284 g)
Earthquake (0.362 g)

1

0.7
1

N/A

1

WS4

N/A

1
1
1
1
1

1

EQ2 (0.362 g)

Notes
1. Required for quay load combinations but not for crane design
2. The operating wind speed for crane design, and some quay combinations
3. Required for controlled and repairable damage to the quay, crane will typically be designed for no collapse, EQ2

Table 3: Required crane load combinations for quay design/assessment optimisation SLS
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SUMMARY
Due to increases in vessel size and container throughput, a container terminal operator intends to
modify part of the terminal’s existing fleet of Ship to Shore gantry cranes (STS cranes) to increase the
boom air draft and outreach whilst retaining a similar length of corner bogey. The weight of each crane
and load per wheel will therefore increase.
A structural and geotechnical assessment of the capacity of the quay upon which the STS cranes
operate was undertaken. This resulted in a set of interaction diagrams relating limiting acceptable
vertical corner loads for the STS cranes to coexistent horizontal loads. The terminal operator’s standard
STS crane supply specification was amended to require that all relevant load cases for the modified
STS cranes on the quay be provided by the crane supplier to enable verification that the quay had
sufficient capacity.
The quay wall was analysed with a finite element soil/structure interaction model. Seismic accelerations
were obtained from an existing regional study. The structural elements: concrete piles in steel tubes,
concrete capping beam, tie rods, anchor wall and ground bearing rear crane rail beam were analysed
in accordance with Eurocodes. By rigorously analysing only coexistent effects on the structure a
significant increase in load capacity was obtained for the design which allowed for specification of
associated and increased limiting load capacities sufficient to accommodate the increased STS crane
loads.

RESUME
En raison de l'augmentation de la taille des navires et du débit de conteneurs, un opérateur de terminal
à conteneurs a l'intention de modifier une partie de sa flotte existante de grues à portique de type Ship
to Shore (grues STS) afin d'augmenter le tirant d'air et la portée de la flèche tout en conservant une
longueur de bogie d'angle similaire. Le poids de chaque grue et la charge par roue vont donc augmenter.
Une évaluation structurelle et géotechnique de la capacité du quai sur lequel fonctionnent les grues
STS a été entreprise. Cette évaluation a abouti à un ensemble de diagrammes d'interaction établissant
les limites des charges verticales d'angle acceptables pour les grues STS en fonction des charges
horizontales coexistantes. La spécification standard de fourniture de grues STS de l'opérateur du
terminal a été modifiée pour exiger que tous les cas de charge pertinents pour les grues STS modifiées
sur le quai soient fournis par le fournisseur de grues pour permettre de vérifier que le quai a une
capacité suffisante.
Le mur du quai a été analysé avec un modèle d'interaction sol/structure par éléments finis. Les
accélérations sismiques ont été obtenues à partir d'une étude régionale existante. Les éléments
structurels : pieux en béton dans des tubes d'acier, poutre de couronnement en béton, tirants, mur
d'ancrage et poutre de rail arrière de grue portant au sol ont été analysés conformément aux Eurocodes.
En analysant rigoureusement les seuls effets coexistants sur la structure, une augmentation
significative de la capacité de charge a été obtenue pour la conception, ce qui a permis de spécifier
des capacités de charge limites associées et accrues, suffisantes pour supporter les charges accrues
de la grue STS.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Aufgrund größerer Schiffsgrößen und Containerdurchsätze möchte ein Containerterminalbetreiber
einen Teil der vorhandenen Flotte von Ship-to-Shore-Brückenkranen (STS-Krane) des Terminals
modifizieren, um den höchsten Festpunkt über der Ladelinie und die Reichweite des Auslegers bei
Beibehaltung der Länge des Drehgestells zu vergrößern. Das Gewicht jedes Krans und die Last pro
Rad wird sich daher erhöhen.
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Es wurde eine strukturelle und geotechnische Bewertung der Kapazität des Kais vorgenommen, auf
dem die STS-Krane betrieben werden. Daraus entstanden eine Reihe von Interaktionsdiagrammen,
welche die zulässigen vertikalen Ecklasten für die STS-Krane auf entsprechende horizontale Lasten
begrenzen. Die TS-Kran-Lieferspezifikation des Terminalbetreibers wurde dahingehend geändert, dass
der Kranlieferant alle relevanten Lastfälle für die modifizierten STS-Kräne am Kai ermitteln muss, um
die ausreichende Kapazität des Kais zu überprüfen.
Die Kaimauer wurde mit einem Finite-Elemente-Boden/Struktur-Interaktionsmodell analysiert. Die
seismischen Beschleunigungen wurden aus einer bestehenden regionalen Studie gewonnen. Die
Strukturelemente: Betonpfähle in Stahlrohren, Betonkappenbalken, Zugstangen, Ankerwand und
bodenaufliegender hinterer Kranbahnträger wurden in Anwendung der Eurocodes analysiert. Die
Beschränkung der Analyse auf die relevanten Lastfälle ergab einen signifikante Erhöhung der
Tragfähigkeit; dadurch war es möglich, erhöhte Grenztragfähigkeiten anzugeben, die ausreichen, um
die erhöhten STS-Kranlasten aufzunehmen.

RESUMEN
Debido al aumento del tamaño de los buques y de la producción de contenedores, el operador de una
terminal de contenedores pretende modificar parte de la flota actual de grúas de pórtico de barco a
tierra (grúas STS) para aumentar el calado y el alcance de la pluma, manteniendo una longitud similar
del bogie de esquina. Por tanto, el peso de cada grúa y la carga por rueda aumentarán.
Se realizó una evaluación estructural y geotécnica de la capacidad del muelle sobre el que operan
las grúas STS. El resultado fue un conjunto de diagramas de interacción que relacionan la limitación
de las cargas verticales de esquina aceptables para las grúas STS con las cargas horizontales
coexistentes. Se modificó la especificación estándar de suministro de grúas STS del operador de la
terminal para exigir que el proveedor de grúas proporcionara todos los casos de carga pertinentes
para las grúas STS modificadas en el muelle, a fin de poder verificar que el muelle tuviera la capacidad
suficiente.
El muro del muelle se analizó con un modelo de interacción suelo/estructura de elementos finitos. Las
aceleraciones sísmicas se obtuvieron de un estudio regional existente. Los elementos estructurales:
pilotes de hormigón en tubos de acero, viga de remate de hormigón, tirantes, muro de anclaje y viga
de carril de la grúa trasera que soporta el suelo se analizaron de acuerdo con los Eurocódigos. Al
analizar rigurosamente sólo los efectos coexistentes en la estructura, se obtuvo un aumento
significativo de la capacidad de carga para el diseño, lo que permitió especificar capacidades de carga
límite asociadas y aumentadas, suficientes para acomodar el aumento de las cargas de la grúa STS.
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INTRODUCTION – THE POSSIBLE IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE
ON PORTS AND CHANGING UK PROJECTIONS
As ports are located in coastal zones, low-lying areas and deltas, they are especially exposed to the
risk of climate change impacts. Operations and infrastructure at ports are liable to be affected by rising
sea levels, floods, storm surges and strong winds, so it’s imperative that they are prepared to withstand
the impacts of climate change. This is not only important in terms of a port’s finances, but also for
globalised trading and the economy on a worldwide and local scale. A British Ports Association report
estimated, for instance, that the ports industry directly contributed approximately £ 29 billion in business
turnover to the UK economy in 2017.
With a changing marine and coastal climate, the extreme sea conditions previously used for designing
existing port infrastructure are more likely be exceeded. In 2018, the UK Government revised its
projections for climate change, notably raising its projections for sea level rise compared to its 2009
projections. This leads to a higher probability of port infrastructure being flooded and port operations
being disrupted. Certain ports, including some in the UK, have already drawn up climate change
adaptation plans, which will need to be regularly reviewed to take into account changing climate
forecasts.
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Exceeding the original design conditions increases the likelihood of the structural failure of port
infrastructure, including breakwaters. Such failures are expensive. In February 2014, the sea wall in
Dawlish in Devon collapsed, closing the main railway line from London to Cornwall for two months. The
direct cost of reinstating the railway line was £ 50 million, but the related business disruption of this key
transport link cost the UK’s economy £1.2 billion. The message is clear: the costs of effective,
preventative adaptation can be a fraction of the avoided, post-failure expense.
Under future climate change scenarios, it is also likely that extreme marine and coastal events will
become more frequent. Ports need to provide safe access and safe berths for ships, and ports typically
have defined operating limits for ship movements and for cargo handling operations. Increases in port
closure arising from a rise in extreme events are a potential concern that would have a financial impact.

© HR Wallingford

To ensure ships can safely access ports in stormy conditions, the layout can be tested as physical models in
laboratories – as pictured above at HR Wallingford.

HOW CAN PORTS RESPOND?
Ports can respond to climate change in two ways: adaptation and mitigation. Adaptation includes
upgrading existing infrastructure and designing new infrastructure to withstand the main impacts of
climate change, such as sea level rise and floods. Appropriate adaptation measures depend on the
extent and timing of future climate change and its impacts.
Mitigation is about reducing greenhouse gas emissions to contribute to reducing future climate change.
Ports are involved with many mitigation initiatives, and the International Maritime Organization (IMO) is
leading efforts to reduce emissions from shipping. Mitigation is not discussed further here.
This paper focuses on the adaptation measures that ports can consider.

CLIMATE CHANGE PROJECTIONS FOR UK PORTS
The UK Climate Projections 2018 (UKCP18 2 ) provide the most up-to-date assessment of how the
climate of the UK may change over the 21st century. They were prepared for the UK Government to
enable planning for climate change and are based on the latest developments in climate science. They
were subject to an independent peer review to assess the science.
UKCP18 contains various reports with large amounts of data on many aspects of climate change. Sea
level rise, extreme water levels, wave climate, storm surge and tides are covered in the Marine Report.

2

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/research/approach/collaboration/ukcp/index. Note: Except where indicated otherwise, the source
of all data included in this paper is the UK Climate Projections 2018 (UKCP18) published by UK Met Office in November 2018.
This data is used under the conditions of the Open Government Licence v3.0 for public sector information, but it must be noted
that this paper is a summary and readers must refer to the original publications and data on the UKCP18 website.
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Summaries of the forecasts are included in a number of factsheets, including ones covering sea level
rise and storm surge and wind.
More technical users can access a user interface to interrogate aspects of the UKCP18 data and tailor
the outputs to their needs, for example choosing to look at a particular region. The reports provide area
specific projections that will be valuable for UK ports when assessing the resilience of their existing
infrastructure in future conditions, and also when designing new infrastructure.

3.1

What Does the Guidance Say?

UKCP18 says there is no doubt that mean sea level has been rising for hundreds of years and will
continue to rise. The global mean sea level is expected to rise by between 0.3 m and 1.1 m during the
21st century, and to continue to rise, possibly at an accelerating rate, for at least two more centuries.
Whilst the overall trends are not in doubt, there are many uncertainties when it comes to how each part
of our coastal system will respond as an integrated whole. Many variables contribute to the coastal
climate, and these respond differently to climate change, as well as varying around the UK coastline.
Some of the many issues are discussed further below.

3.2

Sea Level Rise

Sea level rise is undoubtedly the most important issue for UK ports. It is not a question of whether sea
levels will rise, but rather a question of how much and by when? In recognition of this uncertainty, mean
sea level rise information is presented as a series of scenarios. These scenarios are defined in UKCP18
in terms of representative concentration pathways (RCPs), relating to assumed greenhouse gas
concentration trajectories that are associated with different plausible climate futures, and examples are
given below.
Sea level change at 2100 (m) relative to 1981 – 2000 average
Location

RCP 2.6

RCP4.5

RCP8.5

London

0.29 - 0.70

0.37 - 0.83

0.53 - 1.15

Cardiff

0.27 - 0.69

0.35 - 0.81

0.51 - 1.13

Edinburgh

0.08 - 0.49

0.15 - 0.61

0.30 - 0.90

Belfast

0.11 - 0.52

0.18 - 0.64

0.33 - 0.94

Source:

UKCP Marine Report, November 2018
UKCP18 Projections for sea level change at key locations

These 5th and 95th percentile projections vary across the UK because of allowances for slow land
movement owing to the release of pressure since the last ice age, after the ice that had covered large
parts of northern Britain melted. The north-western part of the country is slowly rising and the southeastern part is slowly sinking. In addition there is a High++ (H++) estimate, that forms part of the
Government guidance on sea level rise, representing the upper plausible limit of climate change within
the time period considered, and intended for testing options under more extreme climate change and
exceedence events. The H++ allowance for the UK for total sea level rise by 2100 is 1.9 m (unchanged
since UKCP09 in 2009)3.
Clearly the scenario assumed for port planning purposes has an important bearing on the design levels
adopted. It is important therefore to understand the background to these scenarios and make a
judgement on which one to adopt.
The scenarios range from a world that implements substantial reductions in emissions of greenhouse
gases to one in which global greenhouse gas emissions continue to rise. The substantial temperature
increases associated with the latter (RCP8.5) are much higher than the those with the former (RCP2.6).

3

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessments-climate-change-allowances
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It is important to note, for ports relying on older planning documents, that UKCP18 sea level rise is
projected to be higher than in UKCP09. Due to the new treatment of land ice contribution to sea level
rise, the upper end of the range of sea level rise in UKCP18, for the high emission scenario for London,
is around 25 cm higher than in UKCP09 at 2100. This has already been factored into UK adaptation
planning for flood risk, for example4.

3.3

Storm Surges

Storm surges are temporary increases of water level above the level of the tide, owing to variations in
atmospheric pressure and winds. They can have catastrophic results. One of the worst natural disasters
of modern times in the UK is considered to be the North Sea storm surge of 1953, although in 2013-14
there were larger storm surges at some locations on the east coast of England.
UKCP18 concludes that a zero upward trend is the best estimate for storm surges during the 21 st
century, although the Marine Report 5 includes illustrations of possible more extreme trends.
Nevertheless, the report reiterates that the dominant source of increase and uncertainty in extreme still
water levels is expected to be mean sea level.

© HR Wallingford

Coastal damage caused by the 1953 storm surges at Sutton on Sea, Lincolnshire
(inspected by HR Wallingford)

3.4

Wave Heights and Directions

UKCP18 suggests there will be changes of the order of 10 to 20 % in average wave height in the 21 st
century and a general tendency towards lower wave heights. Changes in extreme waves are also
projected to be around 10 to 20 %, but there is little agreement in the sign of change among the model
projections. High resolution wave simulations suggest that the changes in wave climate over the 21 st
century on exposed coasts will be dominated by the large-scale response to climate change. However,
more sheltered coastal regions are likely to remain dominated by local weather variability.

4

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessments-climate-change-allowances

5

https://www.metoffice.gov.uk/pub/data/weather/uk/ukcp18/science-reports/UKCP18-Marine-report.pdf
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It is also of note that the Environment Agency guidance for flood and coastal risk projects includes a
recommendation for climate change allowances of 10 % for increased offshore waves and winds6.
Where wave heights are locally limited by water depth, extreme wave heights may change because of
increased water depths resulting from climate change.

© HR Wallingford

In its laboratories, HR Wallingford tested the proposed new sea wall at Dawlish in many different combinations of
the design elements under a variety of predicted wave conditions (© HR Wallingford)

Potential changes in storm tracks, in response to climate change, can have significant spatial variability
in terms of the relative change to the marine climate at different ports. This can include subtle changes
in wave direction which can potentially adversely influence operations. As well as changes in the
magnitude of the sea conditions, it is therefore also important for port planners to consider directional
changes. The alignment of breakwaters and jetties is based on the historical wave climate and even
subtle changes in the direction of the predominant wave conditions can lead to increased wave
penetration into harbours and changes in the levels and positions of sand and mud banks.
Although the overall conclusion of UKCP18 does give a clear direction of change, the variability means
that localised, port-specific analysis is needed to support operations. This approach will ensure the
unique features of each port are appropriately captured within the adaptation options.

3.5

Sedimentation

Sedimentation and the associated requirement for maintenance dredging are a significant part of the
operational planning and cost at many UK ports. For most ports, history has shown that there is variation
in the actual rates and locations of sedimentation from year to year. This leads to changes in the annual
requirements for maintenance dredging in the port and access channels.
Much of this variation from one year to the next can be accounted for by the patterns of storminess,
river discharge and wave direction. An underlying trend associated with climate change in any one of
these factors could have a knock-on effect on the requirements for maintenance dredging at a particular
port. Observing changes in patterns of sedimentation, channel and bank movements and relating these
to the factors influencing sedimentation at a port will assist in adaptation and planning for future port
operations. An increased risk of episodic infill causing rapid loss of depth in a berth or access channel
represents a significant risk to operations.

6

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessments-climate-change-allowances
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3.6

Precipitation and Localised Flooding of Port Facilities

Rainfall patterns are expected to change, with more intense rainfall events as well as changes to
monthly average rainfall. These will affect all types of infrastructure including ports. Climate change
allowances, including data, are published by the Environment Agency7.

3.7

Water Supply

Conversely, the effects of climate change upon water availability to support port operations also need
to be taken into account. With a few exceptions, water companies expect that the changing UK climate
will result in a general reduction in available water resources. Resilient infrastructure will be needed to
cope with, and recover from, supply disruption, and to anticipate trends and variability in order to
maintain services for people and to protect the natural environment now and in the future.

3.8

Sea Surface Temperature

Sea surface temperatures are not included in UKCP18, although there is some information in UKCP09.
Sea temperatures are likely to increase, as will air temperatures, but this is unlikely to have a major
impact on ports. There may, however, be changes to the rate of biofouling of ships and marine
structures and the risk of spread of invasive marine species.

3.9

Winds

In the UKCP18 projections, marine winds to a large extent are reflected by changes in waves. It states
that wind speeds are dominated by annual variability. No substantial long-term trend in mean wind
speeds is evident up to 2100, although an increase in the frequency of winter storms for the second
half of the 21st century is suggested.

© HR Wallingford

A multi-segmented collection tank measuring the effect of wind on wave overtopping was developed for the
WindWave project. HR Wallingford, which was part of the National Environment Research Council (NERC)funded research consortium, tested different wind speeds using the flumes in its modelling hall.

7

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/flood-risk-assessments-climate-change-allowances
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3.10

Potential Changes in Tide and Surge Characteristics

Mean sea level rise will cause a direct increase in both low and high waters. However, since the
propagation of tide and surge is dependent on water depth, there is also a potential for mean sea level
change to have a more complex effect on local tidal range and the extent of storm surges above the
high tide.
Port planners need to be mindful of the sensitivity of their projects to long-term changes to tides that
may be driven by changes in sea level.

© HR Wallingford

Images generated of Tralee and adjacent bays in south-west Ireland by HR Wallingford using a calibrated tide,
surge and wave forecast system, which could be used an indicator of potential coastal flooding.

3.11

Conditions Beyond 2100

UKCP18 includes exploratory mean sea level projections that extend to 2300. These have been
designed to be used alongside the 21st century projections. UKCP18 emphasises the inherent
uncertainty in projections on these time horizons and that higher values associated with, for example,
the potential for accelerated ice mass loss from West Antarctica, cannot be ruled out.
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HOW CAN PORT PLANNERS ADAPT TO CLIMATE CHANGE
RELATED RISKS IN THE CONTEXT OF UNCERTAINTY?
It is evident that uncertainty regarding climate change and its influence on the marine and coastal
climate is significant. This poses challenging questions in relation to the refurbishment and maintenance
of existing ports, as well as the design of new ones. Traditional engineering allows for uncertainties by
taking conservative approaches. If, however, the works to be undertaken are based on assumed worst
case scenarios for all aspects, this can lead to an escalation in costs and potentially over-designed and
unaffordable interventions being proposed.
These challenges are not unique to ports, and the sector may be able to gain useful insights from others.
For example, the Office for Nuclear Regulation (ONR) has recently published guidance that actively
supports a managed adaptive approach 8. This acknowledges uncertainty and encourages appropriately
managed flexible and adaptable designs. In the case of ports, a prudent investment may well include
assessment of the potential risks at an early stage, leading to an appropriately developed, port-specific
approach to managing these risks by capturing uncertainty and building in both resilience and flexibility.
After the UK’s 2013/2014 floods, the Environment Agency (EA) appointed HR Wallingford to conduct a
National Risk Flood Assessment (NaFRA) to improve its coastal flood risk data around the coastline.
The project delivered improvements to the EA’s flood risk model and underpinning data, generating a
more accurate picture. It also produced: a new coastal extreme event data set; a new module that
enables waves and overtopping models to be built and run using the new coastal event data; and a new
web-based approach for early review and providing feedback on flood model results.
For the modelling, uncertainly was present throughout the chain from the deep sea to the place at risk
of flooding – with overtopping considered the most challenging of these uncertainties. Efforts therefore
focused on improving the offshore analysis to consider all the important variables: waves (height, period
and direction), winds (speed and direction) and water levels, in a multivariate joint probability calculation
to feed overtopping models. HR Wallingford developed 24 SWAN 2D wave transformation models
around England to transfer multivariate joint probability analysis from offshore through to nearshore,
before being further transformed to the defences.
Data from the Met Office (Wave Watch III hindcast), Environment Agency (Coastal Flood Boundaries,
surf zone bathymetry, tide gauge data, defence data), Seazone (TruDepth offshore bathymetry),
CEFAS and Channel Coast Observatory (wave buoy data) have been used in the analysis.

8

http://www.onr.org.uk/documents/2017/principles-for-flood-and-coastal-erosion-risk-management.pdf
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© HR Wallingford

Mapping of offshore to nearshore data conducted by HR Wallingford for the National Flood Risk Assessment
(NaFRA)

IMPLICATIONS OF CLIMATE CHANGE FOR ADAPTIVE PORT
INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
The anticipated life of port assets has a big impact on the extent to which climate change needs to be
considered. Port investments often fall into two broad categories: those such as crane systems which
will probably only have a life of the order of a generation (i.e. around 30 years or less) and those such
as breakwaters and quay structures which are anticipated to last (in some form) for a number of
generations (at least 100 years).
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For investment in single generation assets, it is likely that investment decisions will primarily be
influenced by factors other than climate change, such as ship capacity/dwt, required speed of
turnaround, storage and transhipment.
For investment in multi-generational assets, their ability to be adapted for climate change should
become a much bigger consideration, as this affects the delivery of 24/7 operations, survival of extreme
events and post extreme event adaptation.
Issues with 24/7 operations caused by climate change may include:
•

the viability of quayside operations as mean sea levels raise risk of flooding and operability of
mooring systems
• increases in loading/unloading downtime at quay structures due to increases in wave action
• delays in ship movements in and out of harbours due to greater incidence of unsafe navigational
conditions
Extreme events may lead to issues such as:
•

increases in overtopping of breakwaters (due to a combination of sea level rise and increased
storminess)
potential for more frequent damage to breakwaters and other exposed structures as the magnitude
and/or frequency of extreme events increases
potential for episodic infill of dredged areas such as berths and approach channels

•
•

OPTIONS FOR ADAPTATION INVESTMENT STRATEGIES
Future adaptation options for the above may be one or more of the following:
•

Ensuring appropriate levels of robustness for a range of future conditions, including building in
allowances for increases at the time of construction/installation.
Investments in tangible assets such as provisions to facilitate future raising or upgrading of

•

-

the crest of breakwaters

-

the operating level of quay walls and

- berthing/mooring facilities at quay walls
Advance planning for replacement structures in the event of damage/failure. The philosophy of
the Sendai disaster recovery framework (Build Back Better) 9 applies here and requires advance
planning to avoid a knee-jerk reaction to replace structures on a like-for-like basis.

•

A mix of measures is therefore needed to adapt to climate change in ports, according to the nature of
port operations, assets and their risk exposure. PIANC provides international guidance 10 on such a
portfolio, which lists a wide range of options for adapting or strengthening the resilience of navigation
infrastructure assets, operations and systems. The diagram by HR Wallingford’s Chief Technical
Director for Resilience Jonathan Simm on the following page shows how managing assets for resilience
needs to reflect a spectrum of requirements.
Methodologies are increasingly being adopted for conducting climate change risk assessment in
existing ports11 12. These use quantitative evaluation of multiple hazards and impacts to provide port

9

https://www.undrr.org/publication/sendai-framework-disaster-risk-reduction-2015-2030

10

https://www.pianc.org/climate-change-adaptation-portfolio-of-measures

11

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/03088839.2020.1725673?scroll=top&needAccess=true

12

https://www.researchgate.net/publication/335834309_Future_Climate_Change_for_Africa_-_The_use_of_climate_services_
for_decision_making_in_the_port_sector/link/5d7f3d47a6fdcc2f0f7146b2/download
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managers with essential information to identify and prioritise adaptation strategies. For instance, HR
Wallingford investigated the climate change risks and the use of climate science for decision-making to
support the scoping phase of Future Climate for Africa programme for the ports sector.
Clearly the uncertainty discussed in the previous section needs to be addressed in all these decisions,
but it is possible to develop a map of potential decision pathways in advance that can be implemented
as and when the direction of change becomes clearer.

Everydayness
Assets need to function to deliver their
everyday requirements in the face of
market and climate changes (including
sea level rise), whilst recognising that
some port assets such as breakwaters
and coastal defences have importance
for the wider community surrounding the
port and need to work for them.
Communities will also be concerned that
green solutions are considered which
enable natural processes as far as
possible (including sustaining necessary
longshore coastal sediment movement
and encouraging habitats).

Survivability
In addition, assets need to survive
extreme events, with risk of failure
and/or
downtime
appropriately
managed. Given the uncertainty of
future events, the idea of ‘designing
for exceedance’ becomes important
(rather than being fixated on a single
design
event),
knowing
how
performance will be affected and any
reductions managed. It is likely that
any green solutions will need to be
backed
up
by
substantial
conventional engineering measures
(grey).

Recoverability
If damage or disruption does occur as a
result of extreme events, then minimising
downtime and ensuring rapid recovery
becomes essential. However, damaged
infrastructure should be replaced with
solutions that reflect long-term changes
in climate, avoiding the presumption of
replacing like for like and embracing
opportunities for transformation in
approach.

© HR Wallingford

Infrastructure resilience mix priorities for flood and coastal erosion risk management (© HR Wallingford)

SUMMARY: IMPACT OF CLIMATE CHANGE ON PORTS AND
COASTS
UK coastal flood risk is expected to increase throughout the 21st century and beyond under all emission
scenarios considered. This means that increases in both the frequency and magnitude of extreme water
levels around the UK coastline are likely. This increased future flood risk will be dominated by the effects
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of mean sea level rise, rather than changes in atmospheric storminess associated with extreme coastal
sea level events. There may also be changes in tidal characteristics.
Ports will need to plan and implement adaptation measures to increase the resiliency of infrastructure
and to reduce its vulnerability to the effects of climate change. Adaptation measures required at a
particular location will need to be designed using site-specific assessments taking into account local
and regional characteristics.

© HR Wallingford

As part of the scoping phase of the Future Climate for Africa programme, HR Wallingford investigated climate
change risk, and the use of climate science for decision-making to support it (© HR Wallingford)
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SUMMARY
The risks to port infrastructure and operations from climate change are increasing, with the extreme sea
conditions previously used for designing ports likely to be exceeded. Sea level rise is expected to be
the most significant impact from climate change in terms of flood risk for ports in the UK. The UK
Government forecasts sea level rise for all modelled climate change scenarios and for the whole of the
coastline. Increased intensity of extreme rainfall could also heighten the risk of flooding. Climate change
could also lead to higher average and extreme winds and waves, tide range and tidal streams, and
could put pressure on water supplies. These will affect navigation, port operations and land transport.
Ports are vital to the UK economy, so it’s crucial that they have adaptation plans in place, and some
already have prepared them. It’s important that plans are reviewed regularly as predictions change. The
UK Government’s climate change projections made in 2018 predict higher sea level rise this century
than it forecast in 2009.
The UK Government’s 2018 projections and associated reports can help port managers assess the
resilience of their existing assets and design new infrastructure. To make adaptations for climate
change, managers need to take into account the likely lifetime of infrastructure, the port’s operability,
resilience under extreme conditions, and how to build future adaptability into present day investments.
Infrastructure needs to be designed taking local characteristics into account, and using site-specific
assessments, as projected sea level rise varies around the coastline.
There are tools and methodologies that can help port managers analyse the multiple hazards and
impacts from climate change with the results allowing them to identify and prioritise adaptation
strategies. Future adaptation strategies include: building in allowances for sea level rise in new designs;
investing in assets that will make it easier to raise breakwaters and sea walls in the future; and advance
planning of how to replace structures when needed, embracing the ‘build back better’ philosophy.

RESUME
Les risques que le changement climatique fait peser sur les infrastructures et les opérations portuaires
augmentent, et les conditions de mer extrêmes utilisées précédemment pour la conception des ports
risquent d'être dépassées. L'élévation du niveau de la mer devrait être l'impact le plus important du
changement climatique en termes de risque d'inondation pour les ports du Royaume-Uni. Le
gouvernement britannique prévoit une élévation du niveau de la mer pour tous les scénarios modélisés
de changement climatique et pour l'ensemble du littoral. L'augmentation de l'intensité des précipitations
extrêmes pourrait également accroître le risque d'inondation. Le changement climatique pourrait
également entraîner une augmentation des vents et des vagues moyens et extrêmes, de l'amplitude
des marées et des courants de marée, et pourrait exercer une pression sur l'approvisionnement en eau.
Ces phénomènes auront une incidence sur la navigation, les opérations portuaires et le transport
terrestre.
Les ports sont essentiels à l'économie britannique, il est donc crucial qu'ils disposent de plans
d'adaptation, et certains les ont déjà préparés. Il est important que les plans soient revus régulièrement,
car les prévisions changent. Les projections du gouvernement britannique sur le changement climatique
réalisées en 2018 prévoient une élévation du niveau de la mer plus importante au cours du siècle que
celle prévue en 2009.
Les projections 2018 du gouvernement britannique et les rapports associés peuvent aider les
gestionnaires de ports à évaluer la résilience de leurs actifs existants et à concevoir de nouvelles
infrastructures. Pour s'adapter au changement climatique, les gestionnaires doivent tenir compte de la
durée de vie probable des infrastructures, de l'exploitabilité du port, de la résilience dans des conditions
extrêmes et de la manière d'intégrer l'adaptabilité future dans les investissements actuels. Les
infrastructures doivent être conçues en tenant compte des caractéristiques locales et en utilisant des
évaluations spécifiques au site, car l'élévation prévue du niveau de la mer varie selon le littoral.
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Il existe des outils et des méthodologies qui peuvent aider les gestionnaires de ports à analyser les
multiples dangers et impacts du changement climatique, les résultats leur permettant d'identifier et de
hiérarchiser les stratégies d'adaptation. Les stratégies d'adaptation futures comprennent : la prise en
compte de l'élévation du niveau de la mer dans les nouvelles conceptions ; l'investissement dans des
actifs qui faciliteront l'élévation des brise-lames et des digues à l'avenir ; et la planification préalable de
la manière de remplacer les structures en cas de besoin, en adoptant la philosophie ‘reconstruire en
mieux’.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Die Risiken für die Hafeninfrastruktur und den Hafenbetrieb durch den Klimawandel nehmen zu, wobei
die bisher für die Auslegung von Häfen verwendeten extremen Meeresbedingungen wahrscheinlich
angepasst werden müssen. Der Anstieg des Meeresspiegels wird wahrscheinlich die größte
Auswirkung des Klimawandels in Bezug auf das Hochwasserrisiko für Häfen in Großbritannien sein
wird. Die britische Regierung prognostiziert den Anstieg des Meeresspiegels für alle modellierten
Szenarien des Klimawandels und für die gesamte Küste. Eine erhöhte Intensität von extremen
Niederschlägen könnte ebenfalls das Überschwemmungsrisiko erhöhen. Der Klimawandel könnte auch
zu höheren durchschnittlichen und extremen Winden und Wellen, Tidenhub und Gezeitenströmen
führen und Druck auf die Wasserversorgung ausüben. Dies wird sich auf die Schifffahrt, den
Hafenbetrieb und den Landtransport auswirken.
Häfen sind von elementarer Bedeutung für die britische Wirtschaft, weshalb es äußerst wichtig ist, über
diesbezügliche Anpassungspläne zu verfügen, was für einige Häfen bereits der Fall ist. Da sich
Prognosen auch ändern können, ist es zudem wichtig, die Pläne regelmäßig zu überprüfen. Die im Jahr
2018 getroffenen Klimawandelprognosen der britischen Regierung sagen einen höheren Anstieg des
Meeresspiegels voraus als die Vorhersage von 2009.
Die Prognosen der britischen Regierung aus dem Jahr 2018 und die zugehörigen Berichte können
Hafenbetreibern dabei helfen, die Resilienz vorhandener Anlagen zu beurteilen und neue Infrastruktur
zu planen. Um Anpassungen an den Klimawandel vorzunehmen, müssen die Betreiber die
voraussichtliche Lebensdauer der Infrastruktur, die Betriebsfähigkeit des Hafens sowie die Resilienz
unter extremen Bedingungen berücksichtigen und überlegen, wie mögliche zukünftige Anpassungen in
heutigen Investitionen berücksichtigt werden können. Die Infrastruktur muss so geplant werden, dass
lokale Randbedingungen berücksichtigt werden, wobei standortspezifische Bewertungen zugrunde
zulegen sind, da der prognostizierte Anstieg des Meeresspiegels entlang der Küstenlinie variiert.
Es gibt Tools und Methoden, mit denen Hafenbetreiber die verschiedenen Gefahren und Auswirkungen
des Klimawandels zu analysieren, um Anpassungsstrategien besser identifizieren und priorisieren zu
können. Zukünftige Anpassungsstrategien beinhalten die Berücksichtigung zukünftiger Anstiege des
Meeresspiegels bei neuen Entwürfen sowie bei Investitionen in bestehende Anlagen. Sie erleichtern
das Erhöhen von Wellenbrechern und Küstenbefestigungen in der Zukunft, sowie bei der Frage, wie
Bauwerke ersetzt werden sollen, - unter Nutzung der „build back better“-Philosophie.

RESUMEN
Los riesgos del cambio climático para las infraestructuras y las operaciones portuarias están
aumentando, y es probable que se superen las condiciones marítimas extremas utilizadas
anteriormente para el diseño de los puertos. Se prevé que la subida del nivel del mar sea el impacto
más significativo del cambio climático en términos de riesgo de inundación para los puertos del Reino
Unido. El Gobierno del Reino Unido prevé la subida del nivel del mar en todos los escenarios de
cambio climático modelizados y en todo el litoral. El aumento de la intensidad de las precipitaciones
extremas también podría aumentar el riesgo de inundaciones. El cambio climático también podría
provocar un aumento de los vientos y las olas medias y extremas, de la amplitud de las mareas y de
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las corrientes de agua, y podría ejercer presión sobre el suministro de agua. Todo ello afectará a la
navegación, las operaciones portuarias y el transporte terrestre.
Los puertos son vitales para la economía del Reino Unido, por lo que es crucial que cuenten con
planes de adaptación, y algunos ya los han preparado. Es importante que los planes se revisen
periódicamente, ya que las previsiones cambian. Las proyecciones sobre el cambio climático
realizadas por el Gobierno del Reino Unido en 2018 prevén un aumento del nivel del mar en este siglo
mayor que el previsto en 2009.
Las proyecciones del Gobierno británico de 2018 y los informes asociados pueden ayudar a los
gestores portuarios a evaluar la resistencia de sus activos existentes y a diseñar nuevas
infraestructuras. Para realizar adaptaciones al cambio climático, los gestores deben tener en cuenta
la vida útil probable de las infraestructuras, la operatividad del puerto, la resiliencia en condiciones
extremas y cómo incorporar la adaptabilidad futura a las inversiones actuales. Las infraestructuras
deben diseñarse teniendo en cuenta las características locales y utilizando evaluaciones específicas
para cada lugar, ya que la subida del nivel del mar prevista varía en función de la costa.
Existen herramientas y metodologías que pueden ayudar a los gestores portuarios a analizar los
múltiples riesgos e impactos del cambio climático, y los resultados les permiten identificar y priorizar
las estrategias de adaptación. Las futuras estrategias de adaptación incluyen: la incorporación de
previsiones para la subida del nivel del mar en los nuevos diseños; la inversión en activos que faciliten
la elevación de rompeolas y diques en el futuro; y la planificación anticipada de cómo sustituir las
estructuras cuando sea necesario, adoptando la filosofía de ‘reconstruir mejor’.
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A REVIEW OF THE ‘DOUBLE-DECKING’ OF THE
EXISTING TWELVE QUAYS ROLL-ON ROLL-OFF (RO-RO)
TERMINAL PONTOON.
by
James Smith

INTRODUCTION
In 2018, nearly 110 Mt of Roll-on Roll-off (Ro-Ro) cargo was handled in major UK ports1 accounting for
approximately 23 % of the total bulk traffic. It is estimated that this will increase 10.5 % by 2025 and
nearly 50 % by 2035² against 2018 figures. This predicted growth, although promising, also proves
problematic to port owners and operators experiencing challenges such as limited available land,
commitment to existing assets and environmental restrictions. Increased operational efficiency can only
go so far; so how does one expand to meet the requirements of the market without physically increasing
the site footprint or abandoning still viable assets?
Whilst a small number of linkspans have had an additional deck added at some point in their design
life, nearly all were designed with this intention from inception, resulting in relatively pain-free expansion
of the asset. However, the Twelve Quays – Two Level project has demonstrated that it is possible to
expand and redevelop assets far beyond their original operational envelope, whilst fully maintaining
existing sailing schedules and commitments to clients.
1. Department for Transport (August 2019): “UK Port Freight Statistics: 2018”.
2. Department for Transport (January 2019): “UK Port Freight Traffic: 2019 Forecasts”.

TWELVE QUAYS TERMINAL
The Twelve Quays terminal is owned by Peel Ports Group and operated by Stena Line, forming part of
the wider Port of Liverpool. Opened in 2002, the terminal includes shore facilities and a pontoon berth
designed to cater for Ro-Ro and passengers (Ro-PAX) traffic. The terminal is used by the Stena vessels
Hibernia, Performer, Lagan, Mersey and Precision to transport passengers and freight between
Liverpool and Belfast.
Located on the Western bank of the River Mersey, North West England, the site was formerly part of
several inter-connected docks, industrial buildings and railway lines. The nearby Wallasey Dock was
infilled to create land on which a portion of the terminal grounds are now built with a quay wall separating
the site from the River Mersey. Derelict structures (Refer to Figure 1) still provide an insight into the
site’s past.
The arrangement of the Twelve Quays terminal consisted of a fixed approach bridge, steel truss 3-lane
linkspan, pontoon, monopile dolphins and access walkways (Refer to Figure 2). A berth is located at
both the upstream and downstream ends of the pontoon, each consisting of five berthing piles and two
further mooring piles set back from the berthing line.
The three-lane fixed bridge extends from land to a seaward bankseat from which a steel truss linkspan
bridges onto the pontoon at deck level. The pontoon is restrained by pairs of piles in each of the two
landward corners and has a hydraulically operated ramp on the north and south sides. Pedestrian
access for operatives is provided from the pontoon onto the dolphins by a series of steel tubular
walkways. To the Southern (upstream) end of the berth and running from East to West is the 14-m
diameter Queensway Tunnel. The tunnel, which is 30 m from the end dolphin, is a two-mile-long and
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four-lane wide highway through which 35,000³ vehicles travel each day, and therefore an important
factor restricting the expansion of the facility.
3. (A. Weston, Liverpool Echo, 2010)

Figure 1: Historical derelict structures (Beckett Rankine)

Figure 2: Original Twelve Quays Terminal Layout (Beckett Rankine)
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Figure 3: Queensway Tunnel in proximity to the Twelve Quays Terminal (Beckett Rankine)

STENA E-FLEXER CLASS
To satisfy the growing demand on the UK – Belfast route, Stena Line has ordered three new vessels of
the E-Flexer class. The E-Flexer ships are larger than the standard Ro-Pax vessels and will provide
freight capacity of 3,100 lane metres and the space to carry 120 cars, and 1,000 passengers and crew
– an approximate 50 % increase on standard Ro-Pax vessels. Stena first placed an order for the new
E-Flexer vessels in April 2016 at the Chinese shipyard AVIC Weihai, with the keel-laying ceremony
taking place in February 2018.
The new vessels utilise a twin-level drive-through loading configuration, with bow and stern doors at
both levels. Stern loading at the Twelve Quays end will typically be via the ships lower stern ramp and
upper stern threshold to receive a pontoon-based ramp. Simultaneous loading at both levels reduces
operational turnaround times, increases route capacity and improves health and safety by implementing
a one-way traffic system.

Figure 4: Stena E-Flexer Source: Stena (Agreement from Petri Syrjänen, Stena)

Length Overall
Length Between Perpendiculars
Moulded Breadth
Maximum Draft
Ballasted Draft
Maximum Displacement

214.5m
202.5m
27.8m
6.3m
5.0m
23,000t

Table 1: Stena Line E-Flexer Vessel Particulars
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The first of the E-Flexer vessels, Stena Estrid, was delivered in November 2019 serving the Holyhead
to Belfast route, making her maiden voyage on 13 January 2020. In addition, two further vessels will be
destined for the Irish Sea with Stena Edda supplying the Liverpool to Belfast in March 2020, and Stena
Embla following in 2021.

‘DOUBLE DECKING’ OF THE EXISTING TWELVE QUAYS
PONTOON
The new E-Flexer class of vessel is larger and heavier than the vessels which the existing Twelve
Quays terminal was designed to receive, and in addition, can offload from both upper and lower levels
whereas at present only lower-level loading/unloading takes place. To enable this second loading level
of the ship, major modifications to the facility were required.
Peel Ports approached Beckett Rankine in 2017 to develop a solution which would enable a secondary
roadway to be installed above the pontoon deck but without limiting existing operations, sailings or
increasing the footprint of the pontoon. Beckett Rankine worked with Naval Architects Houlder to
develop a lightweight structure that could be installed in-situ.

Beckett Rankine and Houlder developed a solution that balanced the need for sufficiently sized yet
robust upper roadway whilst maintaining an acceptable level of freeboard and stability of the pontoon.
The solution incorporated a series of ‘goal-post’ frames across the pontoon to enable the movement of
vehicles on the lower deck of the pontoon, whilst the new roadway would be supported on top.
Due to the fixed bridge approaching the pontoon at a nearly 70-degree angle, a swept path analysis
was performed to determine the maximum width required for the vehicles using the upper roadway.
This assessment was critical as oversizing the upper roadway structure would increase the weight of
the structure changing the centre of gravity of the pontoon. Following this assessment, the pontoon
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superstructure was evaluated under the loads applied by the new upper deck structure, and it was found
that only minor modifications were required to resist the permanent and variable loadings.
The works required to enable the berth to receive the new vessel was not limited to the addition of the
upper deck but also required substantial modification, relocation and upgrade of existing elements.
Below is a brief summary of the main elements of work carried to the RoRo berth:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

New 110-m long fixed access bridge including landward and seaward bank seats
New 55-m steel linkspan providing access to the pontoon’s new upper platform at all states of the
tide
New platform installed over the existing pontoon deck to allow vehicles to pass beneath
New berthing and mooring piles
Alterations to the existing hydraulics to suit the new vessel
Repositioning of the existing pontoon stop fenders to suit the new vessel
Painting works to the existing pontoon (including below the ballasted waterline) and linkspan
Provision of cathodic protection to all new and existing structures

To achieve these works substantial studies were performed into the ballasting and stability of the
pontoon in both the existing state, during construction and in the operational state. To allow for painting
up to 500 mm below the waterline, and compensate for the additional weight of the platform,
adjustments to the ballasting of the pontoon were required whilst still allowing for continuous operation
of the berth throughout the construction process.

Figure 5: Tender Level rendering of the scheme [Farrans]

Figure 6: Rendering of the Fixed Bridge [Farrans]
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BERTHING AND MOORING
The River Mersey is one of the busiest waterways within the UK playing host not only to the Port of
Liverpool, but also hydrocarbon facilities, a cruise terminal, ferry terminals and shipbuilders. Yet despite
the river being protected from the ravages of the Irish Sea, the environmental conditions still prove
challenging to navigation. During ebb tides, large volumes of seawater and fresh river water flow quickly
downstream creating currents which can easily exceed 3 m/s (6 knots). When these strong currents
interact with strong winds and sea-borne waves, the berthing and mooring of vessels becomes difficult.
The new E-Flexer class vessels were still under construction in China during the development stage of
the Twelve Quays project, berthing and manoeuvring simulations of the vessel were carried out by
Stena (Figure 7) to aide both the ship’s crews and the design team. The benefits of such an exercise
included being able to assess the ship’s responses to environmental conditions, interactions with the
infrastructure as well as accidental berthing scenarios including approach velocities, berthing angles
and first contact with fenders. The results of which were used to validate assumptions made regarding
the berthing and mooring of the new vessel.

Figure 7: Vessel Berthing Simulations [Beckett Rankine]

UNEXPLODED ORDNANCE (UXO) – SOURCE SIXALPHA
Due to the scale of the piling works being undertaken, particular focus was applied to ensuring a
rigorous Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) assessment was performed. A specialist third-party consultant
was engaged to carry out a detailed UXO assessment (Refer to Figure 8) in accordance with CIRIA
C681 ‘Unexploded Ordnance (UXO): A guide for the Construction Industry’.
Initially, a high-level threat and risk assessment was performed which immediately identified a high
probability of encountering UXO. To provide further clarity to the extent of this risk as further detailed
analysis was undertaken revising the risk to very high and that extensive actions would be required to
reduce this risk to ‘As Low as Reasonably Practicable’ (ALARP).
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During WWII, Liverpool and Birkenhead were strategic bombing targets for the Luftwaffe due to their
port facilities and industry. The first major air raid to impact the city occurred on 28 August 1940 with
further bombing raids throughout 1940 (The Christmas Blitz) and 1941, peaking in May 1941 (The May
Blitz). These raids involved 681 Luftwaffe bombers, which delivered 2,315 High Explosive (HE) bombs
as well as other ordnance. The study identified no less than five High Explosive bomb strikes located
within the site boundary, and an Unexploded Bomb was discovered and removed by the Royal Navy
as recently as 2006. Further research found evidence of ships being sunk by mines in the River Mersey,
and photographic evidence of mines being detonated within nearby Wallasey Dock which was used as
a base from which minesweepers operated.
Following site investigations (Figure 9), ten abnormal objects were identified the majority of which were
discounted on the basis of their dimensions and penetration depth not being conducive with ordnance.
One of the objects could not be discounted though as the dimensions were commensurate with Air
Delivered Ordnance; however, given the distance of the object from the piling and jack-up locations the
UXO contractor determined the removal was not necessary, and the risk was ‘As low as reasonably
practicable’ (ALRAP).

Figure 8: Simplified project path to ALARP Status [Beckett Rankine]
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Figure 9: Remote UXO Surveying on the Twelve Quays site [Beckett Rankine]

DETAILED DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION
Detailed design of the modified facility commenced at the end of 2018 with the award for the Design &
Build contract to contractors Farrans, supported by a team including Royal HaskoningDHV, Ravestein
BV, Tony Gee, Red7, Quinn Piling and PowerTherm; Peel Ports and Stena Line were supported by
Beckett Rankine. The completion date for the Contract was set at 31 January 2020, and in practical
terms, this resulted in the Contractor having just over 12 months to complete the package of complex
works before the new E-Flexer vessel would arrive for its first scheduled sailing.
Stena Line required the existing sailing schedule to be maintained on the North Berth (Downstream)
throughout the duration of the project which required the adoption of non-standard working hours to
ensure the safety of both Stena’s and Farran’s personnel. Table 2 gives an indication of the sailing
schedule operated at the facility, though, as with all transportation systems, minor deviations do occur
including both late and early arrivals and departures.

Day

Arrival

Departure

Hours on Berth

Monday

06:30

22:30

16

00:00

03:30

3.5

06:30

10:30

4.0

18:30

22:30

2.5

All other days

Table 2: Northern Berth Sailing Times
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Due to the geology of the site (formed of highly weathered sandstone overlaid with gravely-sands and
alluvial deposits), rotary bored piling (Figure 10) was adopted and the steel piles were rock socketed to
ensure sufficient resistance was achieved.

Figure 10: Rotary Boring of new Mooring monopile dolphin [Christian Grossie]

The land-based bank seat piles were installed from which a piling gate was constructed enabling the
installation of the first marine pile bent. The pile bents consisted of two vertical steel piles supporting a
hollow pre-cast concrete unit into which additional steel reinforcement was tied before in-situ concrete
was poured. Standard Pre-stressed bridge beams were then installed between the pile bents before
further steel reinforcement, drainage, and services were installed. Finally, the beams were stitched
together with an in-situ concrete pour that incorporated the finalised fall and gradient. Bespoke highway
barriers and traffic control signage gantries were designed to accommodate the 40 t design vehicles
using the new facility.

Figure 11: Completed Fixed Bridge [Farrans]
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Work on the pontoon was undertaken almost immediately with the strengthening of the deck plate to
enable the support of the new upper roadway support frames. This structure, as well as the modified
stop fender structures, were designed and fabricated by Dutch shipbuilders Ravestein B.V in Deest.
The support frames, upper roadway sections and new hydraulic flaps were sailed over to the UK at the
end of 2019 and installed using a specialist heavy lift ship (Figures 12 and 13).
Work continued with the installation of the new mooring and berthing dolphins and the installation of a
new Parallel Motion Fender (PMF) which was fully assembled on the dockside to ensure that all parts
fit together before installation over the water. In addition, the Cathodic Protection contractor set about
installing a new anode system to the new and existing piles. An Induced Current system was used on
the pontoon given its surface area and maintenance requirements.
The concrete fixed bridge and bankseat were completed at the end of December, and awaited the new
steel linkspan, which was also designed and fabricated by Ravestein B.V, to be sailed over from the
Netherlands. The linkspan structure was finally installed on 27 January 2020 (Refer to Figure 14) using
a twin lift system of the local Lara 1 crane barge and Ravestein’s own crane barge.
Following the installation of the linkspan, the hydraulic system was commissioned before testing of the
overall system, including the refurbished Northern and Southern lower deck ramps. The whole system
was tested using lorries filled with aggregate counterweight to 1.1 times the working design load. This
was held through a full tidal cycle to ensure the structure functioned as intended.

Figure 12: Happy Rover Big Lift vessel installing to linkspan seaward bankseat [Farrans]

Figure 13: Happy Rover Big Lift vessel installing Platform 2 [Farrans]
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Figure 14: Installation of the new Linkspan Structure

CONCLUDING REMARKS
The ‘double-decking’ of the Twelve Quays terminal demonstrates a sustainable and cost-effective
means for enabling the facilitation of larger vessels at existing facilities while allowing continued use of
the asset. The scheme required the co-operation of stakeholders at all levels to achieve delivery within
the programme and was not without issues.
Inspections of the pontoon and linkspan were carried out far in advance of the original project concept
and feasibility stages, and once construction commenced it became apparent that certain elements
were in poorer condition than those assessments presented. Due to continued operation, access and
safety, certain wet ballast tanks and areas under the hydraulic ramps were not inspected. More intrusive
and wider-ranging surveys would have exposed these minor faults earlier in the process, though overall
they did not delay the project.
Early engagement with UXO contractors, liaising with ordnance disposal teams and a detailed
assessment of the UXO threat allowed a clear escalation procedure to be produced that enabled the
project team to make clear and decisive action when UXO was eventually encountered on site.
As the design works were being undertaken in parallel with the design and construction of the new
vessel, interfacing details evolved that required minor modification to the pontoon’s design. These
centred primarily around the hydraulic ramps and stop fender clearances. Earlier communications of
changes would not have mitigated changes being required but may have resulted in cost savings.
Inevitably early arrival or late departures of ferries disrupted works, however, early communication of
the sailing schedules, including historic arrival/departure times and statistical analysis, in coordination
with an appropriate contracting strategy enabled Peel Ports to offload a large risk to the contractor, and
enabled the contractor to programme the works to suit their methods of working thereby mitigating those
risks.
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SUMMARY
Completed in January 2020, the Twelve Quays – Two Levels project is a major investment for both the
Peel Ports Group, and their customer Stena Line, at this Ro-Ro Terminal in Birkenhead on the river
Mersey. Constructed by Principal Contractor Farrans, and supported by Ravestein B.V and Royal
HaskoningDHV, the facility has had an £ 18m modernisation programme of works in order to
accommodate Stena Line’s new fleet of E-Flexer class ships which will provide passenger and freight
services on the Belfast-Liverpool route from Spring 2020.
Maritime consultants Beckett Rankine, assisted by Houlder developed the design for ‘double-decking’
the existing 70 m x 30 m twin-berth pontoon including the installation of an additional 110 m fixed bridge
with a 60-m steel linkspan connecting to a 400-t pontoon upper-level roadway. The works also included
the provision of additional mooring and berthing dolphins. A project of this nature in the marine
environment will always be complex, though this one was made significantly more so by the requirement
for the continued operation of the berth throughout the construction process. The exposed site
experiences strong tidal currents and a high-risk of Unexploded Ordnance (UXO) added a further
challenge.

RESUME
Achevé en janvier 2020, le projet Twelve Quays - Two Levels représente un investissement majeur pour
le groupe Peel Ports et son client Stena Line, dans ce terminal Ro-Ro situé à Birkenhead sur la rivière
Mersey. Construites par l'entrepreneur principal Farrans, avec l'aide de Ravestein B.V. et de Royal
HaskoningDHV, les installations ont fait l'objet d'un programme de modernisation de 18 millions de
livres sterling afin d'accueillir la nouvelle flotte de navires de classe E-Flexer de Stena Line, qui assurera
des services de transport de passagers et de marchandises sur la ligne Belfast-Liverpool à partir du
printemps 2020.
Les consultants maritimes Beckett Rankine, assistés de Houlder, ont élaboré le projet de "double
pontage" du ponton existant de 70 m x 30 m à double couchette, y compris l'installation d'un pont fixe
supplémentaire de 110 m avec une travée de liaison en acier de 60 m reliée à une chaussée supérieure
de 400 t de ponton. Les travaux comprenaient également l'installation de ducs d'albe d'amarrage et
d'accostage supplémentaires. Un projet de cette nature dans l'environnement marin sera toujours
complexe, mais celui-ci a été rendu beaucoup plus complexe par l'exigence d'une exploitation continue
du poste d'amarrage tout au long du processus de construction. Le site exposé subit de forts courants
de marée et un risque élevé de munitions non explosées (UXO) a ajouté un défi supplémentaire.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Das im Januar 2020 fertiggestellte Projekt „Twelve Quays“ ist eine größere Investition für die Peel Ports
Group und deren Kunde Stena Line an diesem Ro-Ro-Terminal in Birkenhead am Fluss Mersey. Die
von Principal Contractor Farrans gebaute und durch Ravestein B.V und Royal HaskoningDHV
geförderte Anlage wurde im Rahmen eines 18 Millionen £ umfassenden Modernisierungsprogramms
umgebaut, um die neuen E-Flexer-Schiffe von Stena Line aufzunehmen, die ab dem Frühjahr 2020 für
Personen- und Güterverkehre auf der Belfast-Liverpool-Route eingesetzt werden.
Das maritime Beratungsunternehmen Beckett Rankine entwickelte mit Unterstützung durch Houlder
den Entwurf für die Aufstockung des bestehenden 70m x 30m großen Anlegepontons, einschließlich
der Errichtung einer zusätzlichen festen Brücke mit einer Länge von 110m und einem 60m Anleger aus
Stahl, welcher zur höhergelegenen Fahrbahn eines 400t schweren Pontons führt. Die Arbeiten
umfassten auch die Bereitstellung zusätzlicher Festmache- und Anlegedalben. Ein Projekt dieser Art in
der Meeresumwelt durchzuführen ist immer komplex, jedoch wurde dieses Projekt aufgrund der
Anforderung des ununterbrochenen Betriebs des Anlegers während der Bauausführung deutlich
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verkompliziert. Der exponierte Standort ist starken Gezeitenströmungen ausgesetzt und das hohe
Risiko von Blindgängern (UXO) stellte eine weitere Herausforderung dar.

RESUMEN
Finalizado en enero de 2020, el proyecto Twelve Quays - Two Levels es una importante inversión
tanto para el Grupo Peel Ports como para su cliente Stena Line, en esta terminal Ro-Ro de
Birkenhead, en el río Mersey. Construida por el contratista principal Farrans, y con el apoyo de
Ravestein B.V y Royal HaskoningDHV, la instalación ha sido objeto de un programa de obras de
modernización de 18 millones de libras esterlinas, con el fin de dar cabida a la nueva flota de buques
de clase E-Flexer de Stena Line, que prestará servicios de pasajeros y mercancías en la ruta BelfastLiverpool a partir de la primavera de 2020.
Los consultores marítimos Beckett Rankine, con la ayuda de Houlder, desarrollaron el diseño para la
"doble cubierta" del pontón existente de 70 m x 30 m de doble litera, incluyendo la instalación de un
puente fijo adicional de 110 m con un eslabón de acero de 60 m que conecta con una calzada de
nivel superior de pontón de 400 t. Las obras también incluyeron la provisión de delfines de amarre y
atraque adicionales. Un proyecto de esta naturaleza en el medio marino siempre será complejo,
aunque éste lo fue mucho más por la necesidad de mantener el funcionamiento del muelle durante
todo el proceso de construcción. El emplazamiento expuesto experimenta fuertes corrientes de marea
y un alto riesgo de artefactos sin explotar (UXO) añadió un reto adicional.
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INTRODUCTION
Whilst the majority of offshore lighthouses are now unmanned, the UK and Irish General Lighthouse
Authorities (GLAs) maintenance crew will spend up to 2 weeks at a time on station, at any time of
year. The GLAs are committed to keeping these historic physical aids to navigation, even in the
era of satellites, as they do not regard GPS as being failsafe. The crews are therefore likely to be
on a 150-200 year old lighthouse, during a force nine gale, far from shore. The pounding received
from the waves will be enough to cause crockery in the cupboards to rattle, and from time to time
the views out of the windows may be obscured by the waves running up the outside of the tower.
The GLAs have therefore been concerned about the safety of personnel. These concerns will only
increase into the future, given climate predictions around increased sea level and the frequency of
storms.

BACKGROUND TO THE STORMLAMP PROJECT
In 2011 Trinity House (the GLA that looks after England, Wales, the Channel Islands and Gibraltar)
were introduced to the University of Plymouth by the engineering consultant that had been looking
after their helideck structures. Since the 1990s, the university had been investigating various
aspects of wave-structure interaction. A key consideration had been breaking wave impacts on coastal
structures, most notably on the Alderney breakwater in the Channel Islands, providing valuable
experience of instrumenting and analysing coastal structures.
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The initial investigation with Trinity House comprised low-cost/low-risk activities involving student
projects on small-scale models, and a comprehensive literature review. The review unearthed
archival sources but identified a paucity of modern data concerning loading on rock lighthouses,
the structures being of novel shape compared with the more common cylindrical structures
ordinarily found in the marine environment. Lighthouses can generally be considered to be smallbodied structures due to the relative size and the wavelength of the incoming waves. However, the
standard theory (Morison equation) does not adequately describe the high pressure impacts which
are highly variable temporally and spatially. The presence of a shoal on which the lighthouse is
positioned complicates the matter further as the waves will increase in size and break against the
structure, and this is dependent on the precise shape of the slope. A research gap was therefore
identified: to understand the nature of the wave loading on a lighthouse situated on a rock.
A pilot project on the iconic Eddystone lighthouse was instigated. This lighthouse is 20 km offshore
of Plymouth, but has line-of-sight to the university. There were severe constraints around the power
availability on the lighthouse, with only 30 W available on average. Therefore, the instrumentation
solution would have to be low-power, but also robust because of the harsh environment, and ideally
remote-controlled, as gaining access to the lighthouse was limited to servicing schedules and
weather constraints, flying personnel out by helicopter.
In the summer of 2013, geophones for structural vibration modelling, and a 4 camera video system
were deployed on the Eddystone. The timing was fortuitous as the 2013/14 winter storms which
created havoc in the southern UK, resulted in a rich set of vibration data: around 3,000 individual
wave impact responses were obtained. Interestingly, the maximum displacements were just a
fraction of a millimetre. The video cameras also captured qualitative wave information. Data from
the vibrations revealed the response frequencies of the lighthouse, which were critically important
in the validation of the finite element model (FEM) shown in Figure 1. T he FEM also required
appropriate material properties; these were obtained by searching archive information which listed
the quarries from where the stones had been cut.

Figure 1: FEM of the Eddystone lighthouse with applied wave loading [Trinh et al., 2015]

The FEM determined that the Eddystone lighthouse was stable under: material failure; overturning
at the base, with a Factor of Safety of about 6.3; and sliding with a Factor of Safety of about 8
[Trinh et al., 2015]. Also, it would take a wave of height 17.5 m to cause overturning failure, though
a wave of this height would not be possible at this location due to the breaking that would take
place on the reef. However, there were some major limitations in the analysis: the model only
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regarded the lighthouse to be a monolithic structure; the empirical model of wave loading [Wienke
& Oumeraci, 2005] was not verified for this structure type; and the model did not have a response
at around 8 Hz, though one was clearly visible from the field vibration data [Raby et al., 2015].
Following on from this project, and motivated with the desire to consider more exposed rock
lighthouses, the University of Plymouth put together a much more comprehensive investigation
called STORMLAMP (STructural behaviour Of Rock Mounted Lighthouses At the Mercy of
imPulsive waves), funded by the UK Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council. The
University of Plymouth focused on the wave hydrodynamics and long -term wave/water level
statistics, the University of Exeter considered the field testing (based upon their experience of large
structure vibration tests), and UCL undertook the structural analyses. All three of the UK and Irish
GLAs (Trinity House, Irish Lights and the Northern Lighthouse Board) contributed to this project.
The scope also extended to engineering consultants interested in applying the developed methods
to more generic coastal structures.

3

MODAL TESTING OF LIGHTHOUSES

Beginning in the summer of 2016, Exeter led the modal testing of seven rock lighthouses: Les
Hanois, Wolf Rock, Longships, Bishop Rock, Fastnet Rock, Dubh Artach, and back to Eddystone
(Figure 2).

Figure 2: Locations of lighthouses subjected to modal tests

As a quick check of the feasibility of the modal testing method on masonry lighthouses, an initial
test was undertaken on the iconic Smeaton’s tower on Plymouth Hoe. The structure is much shorter
and therefore stiffer than the STORMLAMP rock towers but proved a useful rehearsal of the
method. The logistical aspects of modal testing a rock tower cannot be over-estimated [Brownjohn
et al., 2018]. Time on station is extremely limited, sometimes just a few hours. The physical space
is the next biggest constraint, as large quantities of heavy equipment need to be carried vertically
up and down the tower; additionally some of the lighthouses have only ladders and not full stairs.
Added to this is the fact that the journey is by helicopter for personnel and sen sitive equipment.
The first rock tower to be tested was Les Hanois in the Channel Islands, which had the added
complexity of being a ferry ride away from the heliport.
Over a three-year period all of the towers in the investigation were fully characterise d, either by
forced vibration testing (FVT) or ambient vibration survey (AVS). FVT used an electrodynamic
shaker to generate frequency response functions and AVS used sophisticated ‘operational modal
analysis’. These investigations provided complementary information on the modal properties of
mass, frequency, damping ratio and shape. As well as providing validation data for the structural
analyses, techniques have been developed to use the parameters in combination with monitored
storm vibrations to infer wave loads from monitored response [Antonini et al., 2019].
Some of the deployments went according to plan; Dubh Artach for example had perfect weather
(and wildlife spotting!) conditions. Fastnet, proved more problematic as the team were stranded on
the lighthouse for 5 days after the fog rolled in. Morale remained high however, though more rations
were taken on subsequent deployments.
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From the modal tests, interesting observations were made on ‘mode splitting’ due to helidecks and
it was found that structural symmetry provides a challenge to identifying mode pairs in the horizontal
plane. Importantly, the tests also identified that it was the helideck that had caused the mystery 8
Hz response in the pilot study.

4

LONG-TERM MONITORING

Long-term monitoring is a key part of the STORMLAMP project, but it was necessary to limit the
instrumented tests to just one or two of the most exposed lighthouses. An obvious candidate was
the Wolf Rock lighthouse, just off Land’s End at the southwest tip of England. It is one of the towers
that is of most concern to Trinity House, based on anecdotal evidence from personnel on station
during storms. One of the reasons that the structural vibrations are thought to be so significant is
the type of waves that can be encountered at that location. The Wolf Rock is unusual in terms of
its bathymetry, as it is a very constrained pinnacle of rock in a water depth of around 60 m. This
means that non-breaking North and North-Westerly waves can hit the tower. This is an unusual
situation as most rock lighthouses receive impacts from broken waves which have been affected
by a more extensive surrounding reef. Also, the lowest level of Wolf Rock lighthouse construction
is at approximately +2.0 m CD, whereas the design water level of a storm with 1 year average
return interval is +6.5 m CD, which leaves about 7 courses of the lighthouse underwater. Finally,
the Wolf Rock lighthouse was the first one to be fitted with a helideck structure, and this is coming
to the end of its design life.
The second contender for monitoring was the Fastnet Rock lighthouse. At the time of initial
discussions this had a generous diesel power supply, meaning that instrumentation constraints
would not be so severe. Also, due to its location, it is fully exposed to waves from the Atlantic
Ocean. Both lighthouses are shown in Figure 3. However, it sits far higher above the water level
than the Wolf Rock lighthouse: the first full course of blocks is about 11 m above chart datum.
The monitoring systems comprise a tri-axial accelerometer (JA-70SA), and on Wolf Rock a stereo
imaging system has also recently been deployed (Figure 4). This system has been designed as a
separate sub-contract with valuable guidance provided by Dr Alvise Benetazzo from ISM AR – CNR,
Venice, who designed a similar system for La Jument lighthouse in Brittany, France. The system
comprises two 5-megapixel synchronised cameras, a Linux computer with a microprocessor with
GPS and GSM connection for control, saving data to a Network Attached Storage drive. It has
bespoke software, designed such that the system ‘sleeps’ until woken for storm measurements to
conserve power usage. The wiped and heated camera housings are rated to IP66 and computing
hardware housed in waterproof/crushproof (submersible!) case. There is also a wireless bridge
network connection which links the system to the Cape Cornwall Coastwatch station, and then on
to the University of Plymouth.

Figure 3: Monitored lighthouses: (left) Wolf Rock owned by Trinity House, note the helideck structure on top
of the tower (photo courtesy of Peter Ganderton, University of Plymouth) and (right) Fastnet Rock owned by
Irish Lights (photo courtesy of James Bassitt, University of Exeter)
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Figure 4: Stereo imaging system on Wolf Rock lighthouse (photo courtesy of Peter Ganderton)

5

STRUCTURAL MODELLING

The structural analysis comprised three main investigations of the response of the lighthouses to
wave impacts: limit analysis (Figure 5), finite element modelling (Figure 6) and discrete element
modelling (Figure 7). There has also been a combination of FEM and DEM for the assessment of
the helidecks.
For the limit analysis, the critical overturning and sliding loads are calculated (implemen ted in
Python language), providing a useful tool for preliminary assessment and prioritisation of detailed
analysis and interventions [Pappas et al., 2018].

Figure 5: Limit state analysis

The FEM (Figure 6), using Abaqus 6.14 (Dassault Systèmes) tested a number of different
approaches, determining that using a homogeneous continuous material was unsuitable for strong
impacts, but using a discontinuous structure would model opening of the jo ints and reveal rocking
behaviour. However, the discontinuous structure came at a high computational cost.

Figure 6: FEM showing the modal shapes and displacement under wave loading
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The DEM (Figure 7) which used 3DEC 5.0 (Itasca Inc.), allowed for detac hment and separation of
the blocks, essential for the non-continuous blocks of the lighthouses. This allows for the accurate
representation of the actual inter-locking granite blocks.

Figure 7: Discrete Element Model showing interlinking blocks
A particularly important aspect of the structural analysis was the modelling of the 1970s helideck
structure, used for accessing the lighthouses. Information about these more contemporary
structures was obtained directly from the original designers, with further anecdotal information from
some of the lighthouse keepers who were stationed at the lighthouse during that period of time.
The structural analysis combined DEM of the granite tower with FEM of the steel helideck [Raby et
al., 2019].
Analysis of these structures produced a number of important findings: Fastnet lighthouse can
withstand the worse Atlantic storms due to its massive structure and its position on the rock, well
above the mean sea level [Antonini et al., 2019]. The 1:250 year wave impact on Wolf Rock causes
intense rocking and opening of the horizontal joints in the model but it is not expected to cause
collapse. However, it would not be able to survive the impact of that wave without the presence of
vertical keying. Finally, the ageing Wolf Rock helideck exhibits measurable displacements from
wave loading, with associated high tension forces and plastic strain as shown in Figure 8. There
are large axial forces on vertical gallery posts too, enough to damage bolts at the base of the
helideck and the encastrated bars [Raby et al., 2019].

Figure 8: Plastic strain in the Wolf Rock helideck structure [Raby et al., 2019]
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6

WAVE HYDRODYNAMICS

Wave hydrodynamics modelling features three main aspects: (i) wave forecasting, (ii) physical
modelling, and (iii) computational fluid dynamics (CFD) modelling.
Extreme Bayesian analysis was undertaken to quantify waves of particular return periods to apply
to the structural models [Antonini et al., 2019 ; Raby et al., 2019] and for the physical models. Some
of the key findings are that the Fastnet Rock extreme wave climate shows no statistically significant
effects due to the climate change. This contrasts with the Wolf Rock location which does show a
small increasing trend in wave height, though there are uncertainties due to atmospheric cycles.
However, even modest changes in wave loading have implications for structural response.
The physical modelling focused on obtaining data to understand wave loading on the unique
geometries, and to compare with existing empirical equations. Principally though, the data would
be used to validate the CFD models which could explore a much wider parameter space. The test
facility was Plymouth’s COAST Laboratory which comprises an Ocean basin of up to 3 m depth, a
Coastal basin of up to 0.5 m depth, and several wave flumes. Tests began on generic cylinders on
top of three slope configurations (1:1, 1:2.5 and 1:5). Comprehensive instrumentation included:
surface elevation wave gauges; pressure transducers and a six -axis load cell; and a variety of
cameras that could be used for both qualitative observations and also to quantify the runup on the
cylinders. All of these models that were tested in the Coastal basin and 35 m long flume were
conducted at 1:81 scale [Dassanayake et al., 2019a,b]. The final model, in the Ocean basin
featured a 1:40 scale model of the actual Wolf Rock lighthouse (Figure 9).

Figure 9: Testing of 1:40 scale Wolf Rock lighthouse in the University of Plymouth

Accurate modelling of the surrounding bathymetry and topography required stitching together of
data obtained from a photogrammetry survey by Mr Peter Ganderton (Figure 10) and a single beam
echo sounder survey undertaken by Trinity House.
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Figure 10: Photogrammetry of the Wolf Rock lighthouse (Mr Peter Ganderton)

The CFD investigation uses a fully nonlinear Navier-Stokes solver with the open-source code
OpenFOAM. Models have been produced in both 2-D and 3-D numerical wave tanks, with imported
CAD geometry. Figure 11 shows a wave flume setup and the resulting force time history, with
comparison to the physical model measurement, showing very promising agreement.

Figure 11: 2D CFD setup and wave load comparisons

Currently we are working on a parametric study using CFD, with a ‘surrogate model’ for wave
loading on a cylinder positioned on top of an elliptical frustum. Input parameters and the range of
the parameter space are being designed, with the selection of test cases following “Design of
Experiment” principles. Outputs will be used to predict the forces an d runup on a full range of
lighthouses, finally providing an insight into the nature of the loading on these very unusual
structures.

7

CONCLUSIONS

The STORMLAMP project has brought together a number of engineering disciplines to untangle
the complexities of the wave loading and subsequent response of rock lighthouses. The findings
about the stability of the towers will be used directly by the UK and Irish GLAs to plan how they will
ensure safe navigation into the future. The modelling approach es and monitoring strategies may
also be applied to other historic masonry structures around the coast. Furthermore, the wave
loading descriptions being developed in the parametric study may be applied to more modern
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structures being placed in the marine environment, such as gravity-based foundations of offshore
wind turbines.
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SUMMARY
Iconic offshore lighthouses are situated on exposed rocky outcrops to warn mariners of the
presence of hazards. The lighthouses are being preserved in the UK and Ireland as physical aids
to navigation, even in the era of satellite navigation systems as GPS is not deemed to be failsafe.
However, most of these rock towers were built a century or more ago and have hence been battered
by storms for very many years. Their survivability into the future has been cast into doubt by
anecdotal accounts of severe vibrations, reported by maintenance staff. These reports need to be
considered in a context of predicted increases in sea level leading to wave impacts higher up the
towers, and possible changes in the patterns of storminess.
This article describes the STORMLAMP project which is a comprehensive investigation of the rock
lighthouses in the UK and Ireland. Initial modal tests on the seven towers are described, and the
selection of the two most exposed for long-term monitoring is justified. Then the structural and
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hydrodynamic modelling investigations culminate in detailed observations for the Wolf Rock and
the Fastnet Rock lighthouses. A new approach to developing an appropriate wave design load is
briefly discussed; findings may be applied to other similar marine structures including gravity based
foundations of wind turbines. Finally, it is noted that the monitoring and modelling approaches from
STORMLAMP may be applied to other more generic marine structures.

RESUME
Les phares maritimes emblématiques sont situés sur des affleurements rocheux exposés pour avertir
les marins de la présence de dangers. Les phares sont préservés au Royaume-Uni et en Irlande en
tant qu'aides physiques à la navigation, même à l'ère des systèmes de navigation par satellite, le GPS
n'étant pas considéré comme sûr. Cependant, la plupart de ces tours rocheuses ont été construites il y
a un siècle ou plus et ont donc été battues par les tempêtes pendant de très nombreuses années. Leur
capacité de survie à l'avenir a été mise en doute par des témoignages anecdotiques de fortes vibrations,
rapportés par le personnel de maintenance. Ces rapports doivent être considérés dans le contexte de
l'augmentation prévue du niveau de la mer, qui entraînera des impacts de vagues plus haut dans les
tours, et des changements possibles dans les modèles de tempête.
Cet article décrit le projet STORMLAMP qui est une étude complète des phares de rochers au
Royaume-Uni et en Irlande. Les premiers tests modaux sur les sept tours sont décrits, et la sélection
des deux plus exposées pour une surveillance à long terme est justifiée. Ensuite, les études de
modélisation structurelle et hydrodynamique aboutissent à des observations détaillées pour les phares
de Wolf Rock et de Fastnet Rock. Une nouvelle approche pour développer une charge de conception
appropriée pour les vagues est brièvement discutée ; les résultats peuvent être appliqués à d'autres
structures marines similaires, y compris les fondations gravitaires des éoliennes. Enfin, il est noté que
les approches de surveillance et de modélisation de STORMLAMP peuvent être appliquées à d'autres
structures marines plus génériques.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Traditionelle küstennahe Leuchttürme wurden auf exponierten Felsen errichtet, um Seefahrer vor
Gefahren zu warnen. Die Leuchttürme werden im Vereinigten Königreich und Irland auch in Zeiten von
Satellitennavigationssystemen als physische Navigationshilfen für die Schifffahrt beibehalten, da GPS
nicht als ausfallsicher gilt. Jedoch wurden die meisten dieser Felstürme vor hundert oder mehr Jahren
erbaut und waren seitdem viele Jahre lang Wind und Wetter ausgesetzt. Berichte des
Instandhaltungspersonals über heftige Schwingungen sind in Hinblick auf die dauerhafte
Standsicherheit allerdings kritisch zu bewerten. Diese Berichte müssen vor dem Hintergrund des
prognostizierten Anstiegs des Meeresspiegels betrachtet werden, der zu Welleneinschlägen in höheren
Lagen der Türme führen wird, sowie möglicher Änderungen der Sturmmuster.
In diesem Artikel wird das STORMLAMP-Projekt beschrieben, welches eine umfassende Untersuchung
der Felsenleuchttürme in Großbritannien und Irland darstellt. Erste Modaltests an sieben Türmen
werden beschrieben, und die Auswahl der beiden am stärksten exponierten Leuchttürme für die
Langzeitüberwachung wird begründet. Die anschließenden baulichen und hydrodynamischen
Modellierungsuntersuchungen führten zu detaillierten Beobachtungen der Leuchttürme Wolf Rock und
Fastnet Rock. Ein neuer Ansatz für die Ermittlung einer angemessenen Wellenbemessungslast wird
kurz diskutiert; die Ergebnisse können auf andere ähnliche maritime Anlagen angewendet werden,
auch für Schwergewichtsfundamente von Windenergieanlagen. Zudem wird darauf hingewiesen, dass
die Überwachungs- und Modellierungsansätze von STORMLAMP auch für weniger spezifische
maritime Anlagen genutzt werden können.
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RESUMEN
Los icónicos faros de alta mar están situados en afloramientos rocosos expuestos para advertir a los
navegantes de la presencia de peligros. Los faros se conservan en el Reino Unido e Irlanda como
ayudas físicas a la navegación, incluso en la era de los sistemas de navegación por satélite, ya que
el GPS no se considera seguro. Sin embargo, la mayoría de estas torres de roca se construyeron
hace un siglo o más y, por tanto, han sido azotadas por las tormentas durante muchos años. Su
supervivencia en el futuro ha sido puesta en duda por los relatos anecdóticos de fuertes vibraciones,
comunicados por el personal de mantenimiento. Estos informes deben considerarse en el contexto
de las previsiones de aumento del nivel del mar, que provocan impactos de las olas a mayor altura
de las torres, y de los posibles cambios en los patrones de las tormentas.
Este artículo describe el proyecto STORMLAMP, que es una investigación exhaustiva de los faros de
roca del Reino Unido e Irlanda. Se describen las pruebas modales iniciales en las siete torres y se
justifica la selección de las dos más expuestas para su seguimiento a largo plazo. A continuación, las
investigaciones de modelización estructural e hidrodinámica culminan con observaciones detalladas
para los faros de Wolf Rock y Fastnet Rock. Se discute brevemente un nuevo enfoque para el
desarrollo de una carga de diseño de olas apropiada; los resultados pueden aplicarse a otras
estructuras marinas similares, incluyendo los cimientos basados en la gravedad de las turbinas
eólicas. Por último, se señala que los enfoques de seguimiento y modelización de STORMLAMP
pueden aplicarse a otras estructuras marinas más genéricas.
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TILBURY2 – PLANNING THE UKS NEWEST MAJOR PORT
by
Steve Osborn B.Sc(Eng), ACGI, C.Eng, MICE
Atkins Limited

Western House (Block C) Peterborough Business Park Lynch Wood
PeterboroughPE2 6FZ

INTRODUCTION
Built on the site of the former Tilbury Power Station, Tilbury2 is a major port development dedicated to
unaccompanied RoRo freight and bulk aggregate handling. The important facility was developed by
Port ofTilbury London Ltd, part of the Forth Ports Group, to take advantage of:
•

the opportunity presented by the demolition of Tilbury Power Station and;

•

the growth in RoRo traffic that was a significant trend in UK trade during the 2010s.
The 61 Hectare site presented many important challenges, from coordinating the plan alongside existing
maritime infrastructure to developing an inland site which incorporates many underground features that
need careful treatment. It came into operation in May 2020 and has been playing an important role in
handling RoRotraffic to and from Europe in a post-Brexit UK.
This paper covers the planning to development stage of this important project, and covers the following
rangeof issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The importance of RoRo trade to the UK.
The commercial landscape that led to the Tilbury2 project coming to fruition.
Unaccompanied RoRo and containers on RoRo operations.
Aggregate handling operations.
How the existing maritime frontage at Tilbury was incorporated into the berth layout.
How the power station land area was developed to form a modern unaccompanied freight only
RoRo andcontainers on RoRo terminal. It also included a construction materials and aggregate
handling terminal.
How the planning included facilities for transferring a reasonable percentage of the container cargo
andaggregates by rail.

Figure 1-1: The completed Tilbury2 development
[Port of Tilbury London Ltd]
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Built on the site of the former Tilbury Power Station, Tilbury2 is a major port development dedicated to
unaccompanied RoRo freight and bulk aggregate handling. This important facility was developed by Port of
Tilbury London Ltd, part of the Forth Ports Group, to take advantage of:
•
•

the opportunity presented by the demolition of Tilbury Power Station
the growth in RoRo traffic that was a significant trend in UK trade during the 2010s

The 61-hectare site presented many important challenges, from coordinating the plan alongside existing
maritime infrastructure to developing an inland site which incorporates many underground features that
need careful treatment. It came into operation in May 2020 and has been playing an important role in
handling RoRotraffic to and from Europe post Brexit.
This paper covers the planning to development stage of this important project, and covers the following
rangeof issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The importance of RoRo trade to the UK
The commercial landscape that led to the Tilbury2 project coming to fruition
The different RoRo operations, unaccompanied RoRo, containers on RoRo and trade cars and
vehicles
Aggregate handling operations
How the existing maritime frontage at Tilbury was incorporated into the berth layout
How the power station land area was developed to form a state of the art unaccompanied freight
only RoRo and containers on RoRo terminal. It also included a construction materials and
aggregate handling terminal
How the planning included facilities for transferring a reasonable percentage of the container
cargo and aggregates by rail

RORO FREIGHT TRADE IN THE UK
More than 90 % of international freight is carried by ships all round the world. Apart from bulk trades
such asoil, coal and iron ore, most trade is containerised, so it is not surprising that the public’s vision
of a ‘port’ features container ships and the familiar ship to shore gantry cranes.
However, there are other modes of maritime transport and one of the most important is RoRo, which
deals withRoll On-Roll Off cargo, such as that carried by ferries. The most notable example of that is
the Dover/Calais crossing which handles some 23 million tonnes of goods mostly by RoRo.
In the UK, it is actually different. Figure 2-1 displays statistics from the UK Government Department for
Transport on the amount of trade by tonnage being handled by containers and RoRo freight
(accompanied andunaccompanied). This shows that, in the UK, there is more than 40 % extra of goods
by tonnage being transported in the RoRo mode than by containers lifted on and lifted off ships.
So perhaps UK citizens should imagine a RoRo port rather than a container port when visualising goods
beingimported into their country.

Figure 2-1: Unitised cargo trade in the UK
[UK Government, Maritime Statistics]
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THE OPPORTUNITY OF TILBURY2
3.1

Obtaining the Site

In 2015, Port of Tilbury London Ltd (POTLL), which is a member of the Forth Ports Group, became
aware that a 61-hectare site which formed part of the Tilbury Power Station was going to become
available. This site was onthe market along with a group of waterfront structures on the side of the River
Thames. The Tilbury A power station was demolished in 2015 and the Tilbury B power station was
being demolished when POTLL acquired the site. The location and site boundary of the acquired land
is shown in Figure 3-1. The site is bounded by the yellow and red lines, the boundary between the two
sites being a service corridor serving the Tilbury B power station site which was expected to become
available in the future.
Service and access
corridor for Tilbury B
Power Station site
Rail link

Works

Existing
Tilbury Port

Tilbury
Fort

Source – Google Maps and Google Earth Pro
Figure 3-1: Location of Tilbury2 terminal

POTLL judged that it was very much in their interests to obtain the site to enhance their trading capacity
and expand their market share. The site was judged to be suitable for a RoRo terminal and a
construction material and aggregate terminal (CMAT). The following gives some background to the
market scenario that confirmed their decision to proceed.

3.2

The Expansion of RoRo Trade

The development of Tilbury2 is primarily targeted at the RoRo trade and the aspiration was for the site
to be able to handle some 500,000 units per annum. Some perspective on this ambition can be given
from the unaccompanied freight traffic statistics in 2014 from Port of London, Felixstowe and Harwich.
See Table 3-1.Following from the significant slump in trade following the financial crash in 2008, there
was a very significant growth trend (See Figure 3-2), so the opportunity presented a chance to attract
market share in favourable trading circumstances.
POTLL already had an unaccompanied RoRo trade which was served from the impounded dock, so
there wasa great attraction in expanding this. POTLL also traded in import/export trade vehicles, mostly
from the pontoon linkspan near to the cruise berth. Tilbury2 presented an opportunity to expand this
trade as well and Figure 3-3 indicates that this trade was also experiencing significant growth.
When coupled with the very favourable location, a compelling argument for development was made.
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Tonnage (1000’s)
imports
London

Felixstowe

Harwich

Exports

Units (1000’s)
All

imports Exports

All

Trailer

2,322

1,151

3,473

156

156

312

Rail Wagon, shipborne portto
port trailers and barges

2,931

694

3,625

112

109

221

Trailer

1,784

1,043

2,828

100

98

198

Rail Wagon, shipborne portto
port trailers and barges

-

-

-

-

-

-

Trailer

1,337

403

1,740

82

80

162

Rail Wagon, shipborne portto
port trailers and barges

209

34

243

11

8

19

Table 3-1: 2014 trade statistics for London, Felixstowe and Harwich, 2014
[Atkins Ltd from UK Government DfT Maritime Statistics]

Figure 3-2: UK major and minor ports all unitised freight traffic 2000-2014
[Atkins Ltd from UK Government DfT Maritime Statistics]

Figure 3-3: UK major and minor ports, Import and Export Trade vehicles 2000-2016
[Atkins Ltd from UK Government DfT Maritime Statistic]
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3.3

The Demand for Construction Aggregates

POTLL also aspired to achieve a throughput of 4.5 M tonnes of bulk material per annum with marine
dredged aggregate considered to be the most likely material.
Marine dredged aggregates make an important contribution to the total supply of sand and gravel to the
concrete producers and the UK construction industry. A large proportion of this aggregate makes its
way to the Thames Estuary (see Figure 3-4). Crown Estates had undertaken a study to assess the
feasibility of developingone or two ‘hub wharves’. These new hub wharves would reduce the delivered
cost of aggregates/tonne through scale economies at the wharf and the use of higher capacity dredgers.
POTLL identified Tilbury2 as a potential Crown Estates Hub.
The Crown Estates Marine Aggregate Capability & Portfolio 2015 document stated that the hub wharf
conceptaimed to:
•
•
•
•
•

Future proof wharf locations by concentrating deliveries from numerous production facilities to a
singlesafeguarded regional site
Provide unrestricted shipping access to more modern and efficient wharf facilities
Provide cost savings by optimising the dredging vessel cycle time and by increasing the
economies ofscale of processing and onward supply logistics
Provide potential for increasing the supply of marine aggregates
Reduce the number of vessels required and the capital investment required by industry

The hub wharf concept was applicable to a number of potential regional markets and was scalable. The
firstmarkets that were being investigated by the Crown Estate were the key London market, and English
South Coast market.
POTLL’s identified that their aspiration could be achieved by becoming a Crown Estate hub wharf.

3.4

The Tilbury2 Site

The location of the Tilbury2 site is given in Figure 3-1.
The Tilbury site had been used for coal fired power generation since 1951, when construction started
on the ‘A’ station and associated jetty. Generation started in 1956. An aggregate plant, utilising
pulverised fuel ash, to make ‘Lytag’ (a lightweight aggregate), was constructed in the north of the A
station site and railway connections were also made in the north of the site. Land to the east of the
power stations was used for ash disposal. In 1961 construction started on the larger ‘B’ station and a
second jetty was built as an extension to the existing one.
The A station closed and was decommissioned in 1983 with the turbine hall and other buildings
demolished in1999 before that part of the site was remediated. The A station offices were retained and
used for storage, to be demolished in 2016. The Lytag plant was demolished and railway lines
decommissioned during the 1980s.
In 2011, Tilbury B was converted to operate on biomass and operated on 100 % wood pellets and bio
oils until closure in 2013. The B station is now fully decommissioned and RWE has commenced
demolition works earlyin 2016 and demolition is now complete..
During its peak operational life, Tilbury Power Station had a staff of up to 800 and, during outages, there
wouldhave been a large number of contractors working on site. Since 2011, staffing was reduced to
approximately 300.
During the operational life of the site, HGV traffic was comparatively light, although the site was then
exportingaround 25 loads per day of pulverised fuel ash for recycling.
RWE wished to retain sufficient land at Tilbury to provide an option to construct a gas fired combined
cycle gasturbine (CCGT) power station in the future and had undertaken an assessment of its future
land requirements. This identified that approximately 61hectares of land was surplus and was therefore
available to POTLL.
POTLL acquired an approximately 36 hectare brownfield site in 2016 (shown red on Figure 3-1) to the
east ofits current port boundary. A further 25 hectare site (shown yellow on Figure 3-1) was acquired
by POTLL in January 2017. This land was formerly occupied by:
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•
•
•

the former A station
the Lytag plant
the oil tanks for the A and B stations

Figure 3-4: Thames Estuary Region Extract and Delivery, 2015
[Marine Aggregates Capability and Portfolio 2015 – The Crown Estates]

RWE retained the land immediately east of the site, comprising the site of the B station, along with land
to theeast formerly used for ash disposal and land leased to the National Grid Company.
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3.4.1

River Front Structures

During the years of operation, the dock handled up to 2,300k tonnes of coal per annum. The jetty had
a total length of 352 m and was able to accommodate Panamax vessels of up to 68,000 tonnes. The
berthing pocketwas dredged to 13.8 m below Chart Datum (CD).
The A jetty, originally built in the 1950s, ran west (upstream) from the access point. It was 213 m in
length withan ‘old part’ 18.3 m wide, plus 13.4 m for a new jetty alongside the old one, which was built
in 2003. All the jetties have a deck height of 8.91 m CD. The dredged depth of the A jetty was maintained
to give a minimum draught of 13.8 m. The new part of the jetty was designed for mobile cranes and
HGVs up to 50 tonnes capacity.
The B jetty, built at the time of the B station construction, is 139 m long and 18.3 m wide. This jetty had
a dredged depth of around -7.2 CD when last surveyed but was typically dredged to 9.3 m water depth.
Thearrangement of the various parts of the jetty is shown in Figure 3-5.

Figure 3-5: Tilbury2 – The jetty as it existed in 2016
[Port of Tilbury London Ltd.]

POTLL’s initial concepts envisaged providing a pontoon/link bridge type of linkspan between the two
existing dolphins D1 and D2 with the approach bridge crossing the river frontage at the extreme western
end of the site.

3.4.2

Road Connection

Tilbury2’s location is favourable for the handling of new freight traffic. It is located outside the London
orbitalmotorway, M25 and as such is therefore clear of many of the most congested roads in the UK.
A new tunnel under the Thames is planned to be constructed alongside the Tilbury2 terminal. When
completethis would grant ready road access to the highway network both north and south of the Thames
and therefore greatly enhance the desirability of Tilbury2 as a destination.
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Tilbury2

Proposed Lower
Thames Crossing

Figure 3-6: Road connections to Tilbury2

[https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk and https://highwaysengland.co.uk/our-work/lower-thamescrossing/route/]

3.4.3

Rail Connections

There is an electrified rail route comprising a double rail line available at Tilbury as indicated in Figure
3-1.
The planned expectations by POTLL for the new port terminal were for up to six trains per day each
way (twelve movements in total) for aggregate and three trains per day (six movements in total) for
containers. Thisforecast level of freight services was judged to be achievable, especially if some of the
aggregate traffic could run at night.
For the container traffic, train lengths of up to 30 x 45’ containers were envisaged (up to 460 m long).
For the aggregate wagons it is assumed double headed trains with 18 wagons (14 m long) would be
used and wouldtypically be 275 m long.
Two principal routes exist between the Port of Tilbury and the rest of the rail network. All trains would
use a length of line known as the Tilbury Loop as far as Barking in East London. From Barking, freight
trains would one of two possible routes across the north of London and into the rail network, either via
the Gospel Oak to Barking line or via the more complex route via Stratford and the North London line.
Figure 3-7 shows the railway routes that cross to the north of London and which allow freight from
Tilbury to reach the wider network.
Outside peak hours, passenger services on the Tilbury Loop line were relatively light and running times
for freight and passenger services are similar, meaning best use can made of capacity. Although the
line handles significant volumes of freight from Ripple Lane, Dagenham Dock, Purfleet, Tilbury Rail
Container Terminal, the existing Port of Tilbury and Thames Haven, it was judged that capacity would
still exist for additional freight services.
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Stratford and North
London Line

Gospel Oak to
Barking

Tilbury Loop

Port of Tilbury
Central London

River Thames

Figure 3-7: Freight rail routes across North London
[Atkins Ltd.]

3.4.4

Constraints

There were several constraints on the way in which the combined Tilbury2 site could be developed.
See Figure3-1 which indicates most of them.
•
•
•
•
•
•

3.5

Access needed to be maintained to a sewage works alongside the proposed terminal.
Space was needed to provide a suitably radiused railway loop from the Tilbury rail link into the
terminal.
The service and access corridor across the site to Tilbury B Power Station site needed to be kept
available.
The ground is generally very flat presenting some significant drainage challenges.
An environmental area provided to mitigate for the construction of the old Lytag plant
would need to beeither respected or alternative habitat locations identified and provided.
Access needed to be arranged between the original Tilbury port and Tilbury2 to permit
the ports to besuitably managed.

The Significance of Tilbury2 to Port of Tilbury in General

Tilbury already accommodated a modest unaccompanied freight terminal including containers in RoRo
at acorner of the main Tilbury Dock basin. The shipping lines were P & O Ferries and Bore Line which
operateunaccompanied freight only RoRo vessels between Tilbury and Zeebrugge.
In addition several shipping lines brought trade cars and vehicles to the port via the floating pontoon
terminalnear to the cruise terminal.
The previous operation made imaginative use of a difficult shaped site (see Figure 3-8), but it is apparent
thatthe some of the parking and stacking areas are not conveniently spaced and, while appropriate for
the trade that existed, allowed little room for expansion.
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Figure 3-8: Existing unaccompanied RoRo terminal area
[Google Earth Pro]

It can also be seen that the proposed availability of Tilbury2 with a hoped-for capacity of 500,000 units
perannum representative a step change in operation for POTLL and a substantial expansion of market
share.
Furthermore, the proposed provision of a riverside berth meant that there was a considerable time
saving in turning round the visiting vessels, allowing either more frequent services or else slower and
more fuel efficientvoyages.

3.6

The Planning to Development Process

The organisations that took part in the development process are listed in Table 3-2.
Owing to the trade ambitions of the port, this was triggered as a nationally significant infrastructure
project and as such had to go through the UK’s Development Consent Order (DCO) process. This
process requires that POTLL present plans and performance specifications that suitably define the
scope, concept, environmental and social impact of the development so that the Government processes
can be carried out efficiently. In orderto facilitate its progress through the planning processes, it is
essential that the environmental impact of ant proposals are carefully evaluated and mitigated to the
greatest possible extent. This required actions such as minimising the size and number of marine
structures in order to minimise the impact on the river processes.
The timetable of the development process is given in Section 8 below.
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Function

Organisation

Project promoters

Port of Tilbury (London) Ltd (a member of Forth Ports Group)

Master planning and front
endengineering design

Atkins Ltd

Legal services

Pinsent Masons

Planning

Vincent & Gorbing

Environmental Consultants

Atkins
Bioscan
CgMs Consulting
David Jarvis Associates iTransport

Land agent

Ardent

Cost consultancy

Currie and Brown

Design and construct contractor

Graham Construction Ltd

Terrestrial work designers

HBPW

Marine designers

Doran Consultants
Table 3-2: Organisations taking part in the development process

RORO OPERATIONS
One of the key purposes for Tilbury2 is to handle RoRo trades. As such, a brief discussion of these
modes is worth including, since some of these processes are not universally familiar in the port planning
world.

4.1

The Process and Implications for Unaccompanied Freight

The flowchart for the unaccompanied freight operation is given in Figure 4-1. This describes the
followingprocesses:
•
•
•
•

Bringing the truck (HGV tractor/trailer vehicle) to the terminal
Separating the tractor from the trailer.
Handling the trailer onto the vessel using port tractor plant
Lashing it securely onto the vessel

This is the export trailer operations in summary. The import trailer operations are reversed.
This requires that trailers are parked in the terminal in individual randomly accessed parking places,
sometimes in square or angled back to back parking slots, sometimes in drive through echelon parking
places for greater speed or operation. Examples of such parking layouts are given in Figure 4-2.
A large area is required to park each unit for such random access parking spaces, being typically 83
m2 per unit, which is more than 30 % greater than the equivalent parking space required for nose to tail
driver accompanied freight units.
Furthermore, unaccompanied import trailers can be expected to dwell in the terminal for an average of
1.5 days, so, in the case of a typical morning and evening ferry service, there would need to be parking
spaces forthree times the average carryings of the ship.
Since this loading is no more than a normal highway loading, the paving requirements are not severe.
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HGV= heavy goods vehicle – Highway tractor trailer trucks
* Increasingly an automated process
** Can involve waiting for customs processes
+ Usually a steel support frame and chains. Lashings can be replaced by special automated rigid ‘chairs’

Figure 4-1: Flowchart for Unaccompanied RoRo Trailer Operations
[Steve Osborn]

Source – Google Earth Pro

Typical Trailer Parking

Source – Steve Osborn

Figure 4-2: Typical trailer parking layouts

4.2

The Process and Implications for Containers on RoRo

The flowchart for the containers on RoRo is given in Figure 4-3. This describes the following processes:
•
•
•
•

Bringing the truck (HGV truck with flatbed trailer and container) to the terminal
Placing the container onto rolltrailers 2 high (see Figure 4-4)
Taking to the marshalling area for embarkation
Embarking the vessel and placing into parking lanes on the ship

This is the export trailer operations in summary. The import trailer operations are reversed but include
anadditional step of placing containers into the import container stack.
Import containers can be expected to dwell in the terminal for an average of 2 days, so, for a typical
RoRo service arriving morning and evening, enough import container storage is required to
accommodate 4 average shiploads of containers.
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HGV= heavy goods vehicle – Highway tractor trailer trucks (units can arrive/depart by train)
* Increasingly an automated process
** Can involve waiting for customs processes
*** Can be unloaded into a container stack first
+ Rolltrailers are low enough not to require lashings
++ Container stacks for RoRo are typically 2 high

Figure 4-3: Flowchart for Containers on RoRo Operations
[Steve Osborn]

An additional feature of container in RoRo operations in the North Sea is the use of 45’ containers
instead ofthe more normal 40’ containers. 45’ containers have become popular because they are the
same length as normal European highway trailers. Therefore the Tilbury2 container parks were planned
on the basis of 45’ containers forming the bulk of the trade.

a) 45’ containers on rolltrailers (note extensions
of containers)

b) Rolltrailers and containers marshalled for
export

c) Containers disembarking

d) Import container stacks

Figure 4-4 :Container on RoRo operations in Port of Tilbury (before Tilbury2)
[Steve Osborn]
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Figure 4-4 shows typical container on RoRo operations from the original Port of Tilbury (see also Figure
3-8).
The handling operations for containers are usually carried out using reach stackers. Because reach
stackers exert enormous axle loads (front axles greater than 100 tonnes) and they are used in
repetitively, the paving for such container areas has to be exceptionally robust. Indeed, paving
thicknesses in such terminals are often significantly greater than required for major RTG (rubber tyred
gantry) 5 high container stack operations.
Also, because of the height of the double stacked containers on the comparatively narrow footprint of
the rolltrailers, it is necessary for the roadways to be very regular and the paving under the rolltrailers
to be fairly heavy duty. Furthermore, there is also an issue of wind on the side of the 2 high containers
during embarkation/disembarkation operations, which are not usually too problematic but, in the case
of the Tilbury2scheme, they had to be progressed over a long and quite high approach bridge to the
berth which was sideways on to the prevailing winds. For this reason, wind shielding formed part of the
RoRo berth plans.

4.3

The Process for Trade Car Handling

Figure 4-5 shows the typical flowchart for trade car or trade vehicles (buses, coaches, delivered HGVs
andwheeled construction equipment). This type of operation is common worldwide.
The flowchart shows export and import vehicle movements, but usually ports tend to specialise in one
or the other.
Depending on the operation trade car parking can be in nose to tail rows or random access parking in
the casethat pre-delivery services are carried out in the port estate. Figure 4-6 shows a nose to tail
block parking arrangement suitable for rapid operation. The area requirements are different for the
different modes of parking, but because of the very small footprint of individual vehicles, this type of
trade lends itself to being accommodated in awkward or restricted land areas and thus allows very
flexible use of a port estate.
Another feature of trade car terminals is that, because the loading is very light, the paving requirements
arevery modest and such areas can be developed very cheaply and on poor ground.

HGV= heavy goods vehicle – Highway tractor trailer trucks (units can arrive/depart by train)
* Increasingly an automated process
** Can involve waiting for customs processes

Figure 4-5: Flowchart for trade car (or other vehicle) operations
[Steve Osborn]
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Figure 4-6: Typical trade car parking at Port of Tilbury.

AGGREGATE HANDLING REQUIREMENTS
A construction materials and aggregates handling area (CMAT) was intended to be included in the
Tilbury2 scheme. POTLL had been in discussion with several aggregate handling companies on the
basis that 4.5 million tonnes of aggregate and other bulk materials could be handled per year.
The advice from such operators defined that and area in the order of 10 hectares was required to handle
this trade.
The plan was for aggregate to be offloaded to shore into hoppers over conveyor belts from the vessels
own unloading gear and to be transported from berth front to the ship via the existing conveyor bridge
and then tothe CMAT terminal area via conveyor belts.
The CMAT terminal would then comprise several stockpile areas fed by conveyors, typically in a circular
layoutplan. Conveyors from the CMAT area would then be able to deliver aggregates to the proposed
rail siding for import into the UK hinterland.

ADAPTING THE BERTH FRONTAGE
6.1

The Condition of the Existing Jetties

The existing jetties are described in outline in Section 3.4.1 and illustrated in Figure 3-5, but in summary:
•
•
•
•
•

Tilbury A Power Station was built in the 1950s. Tilbury B Power Station was built in the early 1960s.
The jetty has an approach bridge at the boundary between the sites for the Tilbury A Power
Station andTilbury B Power Station.
The section to the west of the approach bridge is known as Jetty A and was built in the 1950s.
To the westthere is another marine structure which is over the shaft for the cooling water
outfall.
The section to the east of the approach bridge is known as Jetty B and was built in the 1960s.
There is anadditional dolphin to the east of the jetty.
The berthing line of Jetty A was moved southwards in 2004 and an infill platform
with raking piles constructed. At the same time 2 new mooring dolphins were
constructed. See Figure 6-1.

Condition surveys were carried out in 2015 which confirmed that for the age of the structures, the jetties
were inreasonable condition. The extension for Jetty A and the mooring dolphins were in good condition
and thereforewere expected to be able to effectively serve as the berth frontage for the proposed new
RoRo berths.
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Figure 6-1: Jetty A Extension Structure
[Atkins Ltd]

Although the condition of Jetty B was considered reasonable, the aspirations were for the berth to
handle largervessels than originally used and so some upgrading work would be required. See Sections
6.2 and 0.

6.2

Vessel Requirements

6.2.1

RoRo Vessels

Tilbury2 was to be a state of the art RoRo terminal and as such needed to be ready to accommodate a
range ofvessels that represented not only the existing trade but also the potential future trades.
The RoRo operations that existed when Tilbury2 was being planned were based on vessels such as
MV Bore Sea and MV Norsky (See Table 6-1). However, while it is well known that container vessels
have been increasing in a very dramatic way, it is not often appreciated that the same has been
happening to RoRo vesseldesign and for the same reasons of greater fuel efficiency and capacity. The
increased capacity also has the benefit of permitting the same trade to be handled with slower crossing
speeds which also saves fuel.
The trends for freight RoRo vessel length and capacity (lane metres) is shown in Figure 6-2, from which
it canbe seen that over 50 years vessel lengths have, on average, increased in length by 65 % and in
capacity by 600 %. The capacity increases are disproportionate and have generally occurred as a result
of improving vessel design, for instance by allowing changes in allocation of buoyant space permitting
additional vehicle decks to be introduced at below waterline locations without loss of stability.

Figure 6-2: RoRo Vessel Trends, 1967-2017
[Atkins Ltd analysis of IHS Seaweb data]
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Figure 6-3: Extract from Figure D.9, BS 6349 Part 1.1 showing RoRo vessel draught
[BSI, BS 6349 Part 1.1]

It is worth noting that, since the planning process began, vessels such as the freight only RoRo MV
Celine (Length 234 m, Beam 33.3 m) have come into service in the North Sea area, justifying the need
to make allowance for longer vessels than were presently serving the Tilbury trade.
There has also been an increase in beam of vessels, but it is generally noteworthy that the draught of
freight only RoRo vessels has not greatly increased with capacity. Figure 6-3 shows an extract from BS
6349 Part 1.1 showing the range of draughts on RoRo ferry vessels, from which it is apparent that the
vast majority of ferry vessels are less than 8 m draught. This is born out in the selection of design
vessels that was the basis of the planning for Tilbury2 and which are laid out in Table 6-1.
It will be noticed that the potential draught of the PCC and PCTC vessels is greater than 8.0 m, so the
planningfor the berth frontage would need to take account of that.

6.2.2

Vessels for the CMAT (Bulk Handling)

As a result of consultations with aggregate supplying organisations, POTLL assembled a list of vessels
that they wanted to accommodate on the berth frontage in order to supply the CMAT terminal. See
Table 6-2. Therange of sizes is considerable, but perhaps the most notable feature is that the largest
vessels to be accommodated were significantly larger than those for which Jetty A and Jetty B were
originally designed.
Jetty A and Jetty B had been handling vessels up to 68,000 DWT, but the largest vessel that was
planned forTilbury2 is more than 96,000 DWT. This has implications for the waterfront design. See
Section 6.3.
All the vessels under consideration had their own discharging equipment, so the quayside equipment
could bemodest in nature.
Name of Ship

Length (m)

Ro-ro LaneLength
Beam
(m)
Breadth(m)

Draught(m)

Deadweight
(tonnes)

Displacement
(tonnes)

Stern Ramp RoRo Vessels
MV Bore Sea

195.4

2,907

26.2

7.4

13,625

22,990

MV Norsky

180

2,630

25.5

6.5

11,400

19,900

New large RoRo shipclass

240

TBC

29.4

7.9

TBC

TBC

Car Carrier (Pure Car Carrier (PCC), Pure Car and Truck Carrier (PCTC)) and Con-Ro Vessel
Graceful Leader

199.98

6,658

32.26

10

21,000

43,200

Morning Linda

232.37

8,011

32.26

10

28,230

55,700

Otello

199

6,713

32.26

11.3

22,650

43,347

Grande Abidjan

236.32

5,772

36.190

9.75

30,801

53,000

Table 6-1: Design vessels for the RoRo berths
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Name ofShip

Ship Type

Cemisle

Self Discharging
Cement Carrier

119.95

113.33

16.60

NACC Poros

Self Discharging
Cement Carrier

119.95

111.97

NACC NAPOLI
(PreviouslyMV
Endeavour)

Self Discharging
Cement Carrier

170.00

Sage Amazon
Self DischargingBulk
(Previously JS Amazon)
Carrier

LengthOA LengthBP Beam
Draught(m)
(m)
(m)
Breadth(m)

Dead-weight
(tonnes)

Displacement
(tonnes)

6.7

5,183

7,200

16.84

6.7

8,107

11,300

162.00

27.55

10.0

30,000

39,100

199.99

193.74

32.30

13.3

63,227

74,917

YeomanBridge

Self DischargingBulk
Carrier

249.90

239.00

38.07

15.0

96,772

115,473

Reimerswaal

Trailing Suction
Hopper Dredger

130.25

119.75

22

7.95

12,525

-

Sand Heron

Trailing Suction
Hopper Dredger

99

94.5

16.3

6.54

5,916

8,388

Alan Bennet

Aggregate Barge

76.5

-

10.96

3.1

1,740

-

Table 6-2: Design vessels for the Bulk Handling (CMAT) Berth

6.3

Upgrading the Berthing Line

The berth frontage that was eventually selected for inclusion in the Development Consent Order (DCO)
application is as shown in Figure 6-4.

Planned
terminal area

Approach
bridge to shore

Jetties A and B

RoRo Berths

CMAT (Bulk)
Berth

RoRo Pontoon

Figure 6-4: Berth frontage planned for Development Consent Order
[Atkins Ltd]

The plan included the following features:
•

For the RoRo Berths
- The berthing line was taken from that for Jetty A.
- 7 new dolphins (5 to the west of the RoRo pontoon and 2 to the east)
- A dredged area to -7.88 m CD for the west berth.
- No dredging was required for the east berth which was already dredged to a
minimum draught of 13.8 m.
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•

For the CMAT Berth
- The berthing line was also taken from Jetty A
- Because Jetty B was designed for smaller vessels than planned for the CMAT berth, the
DCO plan wasbased on new free standing dolphins in front of the jetty being provided to
accommodate the bulk vessels.
- A dredged pocket to -14.98CD to accommodate large bulk vessels, though the approach
dredging areas were dredged to a lesser depth so that arrival at the berth would be tidally
limited to some extent.

The layouts were subjected to a full navigation simulation hosted by the Port of London Authority (PLA)
toconfirm the appropriateness of the scheme.

6.4

The Pontoon Linkspan

The concept of using a pontoon/link bridge type of linkspan was an early aspiration in the project, and
was clearly very suitable for this configuration. Fortunately, the layout of the site allowed such a linkspan
to be located in the area to the west of Jetty A and also west of the cooling water outfall shaft. However,
the geometry of the terminal area meant that the approach bridge was required to approach the shore
at a smallangle.
Although the main purpose of the RoRo berths was to accommodate trailer and containers on RoRo
operations, POTLL also wished to accommodate PCC and PCTC (trade car) vessels on the berth if
possible.POTLL’s trade car service was being served by the pontoon that is close to the cruise berth in
the main port,but it was clearly desirable to have an alternative option.
Since PCC/PCTC vessels are usually equipped with quarter ramps on the starboard side, this could
only beachieved by accommodating the vessels on the west RoRo berth. Furthermore, this required
the pontoon surface to extended landward with the result that the pontoon need to be dimensioned at
45m parallel to theberthing line and 55 m perpendicular to the berthing line, making it one of the largest
pontoons manufactured for such a purpose. See Figure 6-5.

Figure 6-5: Pontoon layout for the Development Consent Order
[Atkins Ltd]

Pontoon restraints are usually located to the shore side of a pontoon to allow easy installation. However,
in thiscase, because the pontoon was longer in the direction perpendicular to the berthing line, this
would not have provided a sufficiently secure restraint in the case of accidental impact on the pontoon
face. Therefore the pontoon restraint system was based on providing two restraint piles, one on the
shore facing side and one on the river facing side of the pontoons.
The exact position of them had to be carefully considered so that it would be possible to manoeuvre the
pontoon successfully into place. See Figure 6-6.
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Flat landing area for
quarter ramps

Quarter ramp
for PCC
vessels shown
superimposed

Pontoon
restraint piles

Shaped ends for
stern ramps

Figure 6-6: 3-D image of proposed pontoon
[Atkins Ltd]

The performance specifications included with the DCO required the following:
•
•
•
•
•

All geometry to comply with BS 6349 Part 8 (Code of practice for the design of RoRo Ramps,
Linkspansand Walkways).
Threshold heights for the vessels (which is the height from vessel vehicle deck to waterline) to be
able tovary between 3.5 m and 2.0 m.
Where the energy absorption for vessel impact was to be taken at the fender piles, the forces
caused bywave loads should not cause any fender units to buckle and therefore risk fatigue effects.
Any change of freeboard was to be achieved by a ballasting arrangement with the requirement that
it couldbe altered to fit any ship within 3 hours of arrival of that ship.
The deck loading of the pontoon and approach bridges should take account of the extremely heavy
wheelloads exerted by rolltrailers carrying 45’ containers 2 high.

Another feature of the scheme was the need to cross the flood protection embankments at a
comparatively high level. Figure 6-7 and Figure 6-8 shows this feature clearly. It also shows how,
between planning andconstruction, the scheme was altered so that the two approach spans that were
planned were eventually executed as a single span.

Pontoon

Link Bridge

Ramp down

Approach spans

Public Footpath

Flood wall

Figure 6-7: Cross section of RoRo approach as planned
[Atkins Ltd.]
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Figure 6-8: Approach bridge as constructed being lifted into position
[Port of Tilbury (London) Ltd]

DEVELOPING THE TERMINAL AREA
7.1

The Challenge of the Existing Site

The Tilbury Power Stations were constructed on very difficult ground conditions with very large depths
of alluvium with interspersed peat lenses overlying a chalk bedrock. See the typical borehole pattern
shown in Figure 7-1. For this reason the original power station was constructed on an array of piled
foundations to beable to support the immense loads from the buildings, boilers and generating blocks.
See the example in Figure 7-2.
Furthermore there were numerous culverts and other underground features that were left below ground
levelwhen the site was handed over to POTLL.
Further challenges could be expected due to the different ground usages that the site had experienced
over theyears. Figure 7-3 shows some of these. So the development of the terminal area had to take
account of the following:
•

Very large settlements could be expected in the parts of the site that had not previously had
construction on them .

•

No settlement was expected in the areas of the piled foundations.

•

The areas of old coal yards had experienced substantial long term surcharges and
could be expected tosettle less than other areas.
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Figure 7-1: Typical boreholes on the site
[Atkins Ltd]

Fortunately, the land uses proposed for the Tilbury2 terminal are comparatively tolerant of settlements.
•
•
•

Trailer parking can tolerate settlements, even reasonably irregular settlements without great
difficulty.
The loads exerted by trailer parking are not great.
Parking of trade cars applies very light loadings and is extremely tolerant of settlements.

However, the container operation does require a reasonably regular surface and, because it is for a
reach stacker operation, also requires an exceptionally robust pavement. Since the plan was for
construction to take place under a design and construct contract, it was necessary to draw attention to
all these issues so that the contractor’s designer could take them into account during the detailed
design.

Figure 7-2: Piled foundations for Tilbury A Power Station (extract)
[Port of Tilbury (London) Ltd]
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Railway

Tilbury A Power
Station
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Old coal stockyard

Tilbury B Power
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demolished)
Flood wall
Jetties A and B

Conveyor bridge

Figure 7-3: The site at the time of planning (2017)
[Port of Tilbury (London) Ltd]

7.2

Area Allocations

The objective of the plan was to accommodate the following functions:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Freight RoRo operations
Container on RoRo operations
A rail intermodal terminal
Possible warehouse storage buildings
The CMAT (Construction material and aggregate terminal)
Trade car storage
Maintaining the service corridor to the Tilbury B Power Station site

The site area, while substantial, was nevertheless quite difficult to plan because it is comparatively
narrow. Is particular, arranging for all the functions to be accommodated in the area and also introduce
a railhead into thisnarrow site was particularly challenging.
In the end, the area zoning proposed in Figure 7-4 was adopted for the following reasons:
•
•
•

•
•

The location of the rail siding needed to be on the east side of the site because otherwise it would
cut offthe access road arrangements.
The service corridor referred to in Section 3.4.4 needed to be kept operational and therefore divided
thesite in a particular way.
It was necessary for the CMAT terminal to have access to the railhead. This could be done using
conveyors but the conveyors would need to be able to be routed to alongside the railhead, i.e. to
the east. After considering locations near to the berth, it was eventually identified that placing it to
the north of the services corridor gave it a sufficient area and also it fitted naturally into the curve of
the railtrack approach.See Figure 7-5.
The unaccompanied RoRo operation is energy intensive, so locating the RoRo and container
parking areasas close to the berth as possible reduces the carbon footprint of the terminal.
The long conveyor to the CMAT has a very modest land footprint and is typical of many similar
CMAT operations elsewhere.
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Figure 7-4: Tilbury2 - Cargo Zoning
[Atkins Ltd]

Figure 7-5: CMAT Terminal Layout
[Atkins Ltd]

This zoning has been largely carried through to implementation.
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7.3

The RoRo and Container Freight Terminal Area

The site to the south of the Services Corridor and bound by the sewage works to the west and the
Tilbury BPower Station to the east was dedicated as a freight and container RoRo terminal.
The constraints were:
•
•
•
•
•

The aspiration to accommodate a warehouse operation into the area
The need to facilitate rail import/export operations
The access point to the berth which was fixed to the south west corner of the site
The need to provide the mix of RoRo freight and trailer parking arrangements, which have very
differentgeometric requirements
A requirement to accommodate reefer containers and refrigerated trailers

The latest layout considered prior to Development Consent Order application was as shown in Figure
7-6.The specification for the terrestrial area for the paving works included the following six types:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Type A1 – RoRo Terminal Pavement laid on existing ground – Container yard
Type A2 – RoRo Terminal Pavement over existing sub-structures – Container yard
Type B – RoRo Terminal Pavement – Roll trailer yard
Type C – RoRo Terminal Pavement – Trailer yard
Type D – Internal Road/Highway
Type E – General Storage/Car Parking Areas

It was required that Types A1 and A2 would be jointed reinforced concrete pavement and the remaining
typeswould be flexible paving comprising of hot rolled asphalt/dense bitumen Macadam.

Access to RoRo
berth

Various inspection
buildings

complex

7.3.1.1.1 Figure 7-6 - The RoRo and Container Terminal
Source:- Atkins Ltd.

parking

Services corridor

Trailer Marshalling

The start of operations.

Import trailer parking

1.

Export trailer reception area

Import trailer

for embarkation

The main parties to the construction phase of this project are listed in Table 3-2 above. The timetable
fordevelopment was as shownImport/Export
in Table 8-1.Container stacks
parking (4 wide, 2 high stacks)

7.3.1.1.2 Table 8-1 - Timetable for the development process

Activity

Site purchased by Port of Tilbury (London) Ltd

2015-2016

Masterplanning

2016- 2017

Development Consent
Reefer
points

Block stacked
containers on
rolltrailers

Date

Warehouse and
operational
area
Order
application

2017-2019

Development Consent Order Awarded

MarchRail
2019

Design and Construction Process

sidings
20192020

Berthing Trials

First

Export containers
assembly area
Operations
commence

Containers on
rolltrailers

June
2020
CMAT
Conveyor

May 2020

Figure 7-6: The RoRo and Container Terminal
[Atkins Ltd]
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THE START OF OPERATIONS
The main parties to the construction phase of this project are listed in Table 3-2 above. The timetable
fordevelopment was as shown in Table 8-1.
Activity

Date

Site purchased by Port of Tilbury (London) Ltd

2015-2016

Masterplanning

2016-2017

Development Consent Order application

2017-2019

Development Consent Order Awarded

March 2019

Design and Construction Process

2019-2020

Berthing Trials

June 2020

First Operations commence

May 2020

Table 8-1: Timetable for the development process

The major features of the plan have been taken through to implementation, except that the rail
connected warehousing operation was eventually not developed because an alternative solution was
found in the mainTilbury dock. This means that the area available for RoRo and container on RoRo
operations could be significantly enhanced.
The terminal has come on stream at just the point that Brexit has become a reality. While Brexit is
expected to have a negative effect on trade to Europe, for which this terminal is specifically equipped,
this has not proven todepress demand for this new service. Indeed, since most existing RoRo services
will be to some extent affected by the new and more controlled Brexit processes, Tilbury2 offers a
welcome addition to the national ports capability that will undoubtably help to offset that.
Indeed, since the planning of Tilbury2, the Tilbury B Power Station site has become available and Port
ofTilbury (London) Ltd are in the process of purchasing it.
It is clear that the UK’s newest major port development has a bright future.

Figure 8-1: The UK's newest major port commencing operations
[Port of Tilbury (London) Ltd]
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SUMMARY
Built on the site of the former Tilbury Power Station, Tilbury2 is a major port development dedicated to
unaccompanied RoRo freight and bulk aggregate handling. The important facility was developed by
Port of Tilbury London Ltd, part of the Forth Ports Group, to take advantage of:
-

the opportunity presented by the demolition of Tilbury Power Station and
the growth in RoRo traffic that was a significant trend in UK trade during the 2010s

The 61 Hectare site presented many important challenges, from coordinating the plan alongside existing
maritime infrastructure to developing an inland site which incorporates many underground features that
need careful treatment. It came into operation in May 2020 and has been playing an important role in
handling RoRotraffic to and from Europe in a post-Brexit UK.
This paper covers the planning to development stage of this important project, and covers the following
rangeof issues:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The importance of RoRo trade to the UK.
The commercial landscape that led to the Tilbury2 project coming to fruition.
Unaccompanied RoRo and containers on RoRo operations.
Aggregate handling operations.
How the existing maritime frontage at Tilbury was incorporated into the berth layout.
How the power station land area was developed to form a modern unaccompanied freight only
RoRo andcontainers on RoRo terminal. It also included a construction materials and aggregate
handling terminal.
How the planning included facilities for transferring a reasonable percentage of the container cargo
andaggregates by rail.

RESUME
Construit sur le site de l'ancienne centrale électrique de Tilbury, Tilbury2 est un développement portuaire
majeur dédié au fret RoRo non accompagné et à la manutention d'agrégats en vrac. Cette importante
installation a été développée par Port of Tilbury London Ltd, qui fait partie du Forth Ports Group, afin
de tirer parti de :
-

l'opportunité présentée par la démolition de la centrale électrique de Tilbury
la croissance du trafic RoRo qui a constitué une tendance importante dans le commerce
britannique au cours des années 2010

Le site de 61 Hectares a présenté de nombreux défis importants, de la coordination du plan le long de
l'infrastructure maritime existante au développement d'un site intérieur qui intègre de nombreuses
caractéristiques souterraines qui doivent être traitées avec soin. Il est entré en service en mai 2020 et
a joué un rôle important dans le traitement du trafic RoRo à destination et en provenance de l'Europe
dans un Royaume-Uni post-Brexit.
Ce document couvre la phase de planification et de développement de cet important projet, et aborde
les questions suivantes :
•
•
•
•
•
•

L'importance du commerce RoRo pour le Royaume-Uni.
Le paysage commercial qui a conduit à la réalisation du projet Tilbury2.
RoRo non accompagné et conteneurs sur les opérations RoRo.
Les opérations de manutention de granulats.
Comment la façade maritime existante à Tilbury a été intégrée dans l'aménagement des postes
d'amarrage.
Comment le terrain de la centrale électrique a été développé pour former un terminal RoRo
moderne pour le fret non accompagné et les conteneurs sur RoRo. Il comprenait également un
terminal de manutention de matériaux de construction et d'agrégats.
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•

Comment la planification a inclus des installations pour le transfert d'un pourcentage raisonnable
de la cargaison de conteneurs et d'agrégats par voie ferroviaire.

ZUSAMMENFASSUNG
Tilbury2, auf dem Gelände des früheren Kraftwerk Tilbury erbaut, ist ein der größten Hafenausbauten
für den unbegleiteten Massenumschlag von RoRo-Fracht und Zuschlagstoffen. Die Anlage wurde von
Port of Tilbury London Ltd, der Teil der Forth Ports Group ist, entwickelt, um von den folgenden Vorteilen
zu profitieren:
-

der Gelegenheit, die der Abriss des Kraftwerks von Tilbury bot,
der Zunahme des RoRo-Verkehrs, einer deutlichen Entwicklung im Handel des Vereinigten
Königreichs während der 2010er Jahre.

Das 61 Hektar große Gelände sorgte für zahlreiche große Herausforderungen, von der Koordinierung
der Planungen entlang der bestehenden maritimen Infrastruktur bis hin zur Entwicklung eines Geländes
im Landesinneren, der viele unterirdische Anlagen umfasst, die eine sorgfältige Behandlung erfordern.
Es wurde im Mai 2020 in Betrieb genommen und spielt eine wichtige Rolle bei der Abwicklung des
RoRo-Verkehrs von und nach Europa in einem Großbritannien nach dem Brexit.
Dieses Dokument behandelt die Planung bis zur Entwicklungsphase dieses Projekts und umfasst
folgende Themen:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Bedeutung des RoRo-Handels für das Vereinigte Königreich,
wirtschaftliche Situation, die zur Realisierung des Tilbury2-Projekts geführt hat,
RoRo ohne Begleitung und Container im RoRo-Betrieb,
Umschlag von Zuschlagstoffen,
Integration der maritimen Fassade von Tilbury in den Entwurf für die Anlegestelle,
Entwicklung des Landbereichs des Kraftwerks, um ein modernes Terminal für unbegleitete Fracht
und Container auf RoRo-Schiffen zu bauen. Dies beinhaltete auch ein Terminal für Baumaterialien
und Massenumschlag von Zugschlagstoffen.
Berücksichtigung von Anlagen für den Transfer eines nennenswerten Prozentsatzes der
Containerladung und Zuschlagstoffe auf die Schiene.

RESUMEN
Construido en el emplazamiento de la antigua central eléctrica de Tilbury, Tilbury2 es un importante
desarrollo portuario dedicado a la manipulación de carga rodada no acompañada y de agregados a
granel. Esta importante instalación fue desarrollada por Port of Tilbury London Ltd, que forma parte
del grupo Forth Ports, para aprovechar
-

la oportunidad que supone la demolición de la central eléctrica de Tilbury
el crecimiento del tráfico RoRo, que fue una tendencia importante en el comercio del Reino
Unido durante la década de 2010

El emplazamiento de 61 hectáreas presentaba muchos retos importantes, desde la coordinación del
plan junto a la infraestructura marítima existente hasta el desarrollo de un emplazamiento interior que
incorpora muchos elementos subterráneos que necesitan un tratamiento cuidadoso. Entró en
funcionamiento en mayo de 2020 y ha desempeñado un papel importante en el manejo del tráfico
RoRo hacia y desde Europa en un Reino Unido post-Brexit.
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Este documento abarca desde la fase de planificación hasta el desarrollo de este importante proyecto,
y cubre la siguiente gama de cuestiones:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

La importancia del comercio RoRo para el Reino Unido.
El panorama comercial que llevó a la realización del proyecto Tilbury2.
Operaciones RoRo no acompañadas y contenedores en RoRo.
Operaciones de manipulación de áridos.
Cómo se incorporó la fachada marítima existente en Tilbury a la disposición del muelle.
Cómo se desarrolló la zona de la central eléctrica para formar una moderna terminal RoRo sólo de
carga no acompañada y de contenedores en RoRo. También incluía una terminal de manipulación
de materiales de construcción y áridos.
Cómo la planificación incluyó instalaciones para transferir un porcentaje razonable de la carga de
contenedores y áridos por ferrocarril.
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